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Abstract  

Long-term energy systems often simplify temporal detail resolution. However, 

this simplification is not appropriate for systems with an increasing share of intermittent 

renewable energy sources (IRES). The low temporal resolution causes a systemic bias in 

the model’s outputs. The model overpredicts the share of the IRES on the total generation. 

This entails an underprediction of the total system costs, underprediction of the amount 

of greenhouse gas emissions and a bias in the energy mix. This could lead to an ill-

informed energy policy and eventually cause a failure in the decarbonization of the energy 

sector. 

This thesis increases the temporal resolution of the TIMES-CZ model from 12 

seasonal times slices and 3 daynite time slices to 24 daynite time slices and compares 8 

scenarios with 1, 4 and 12 seasonal time slices. This thesis compares three representative 

days selection methods – simple heuristics, hierarchical clustering centroid selection 

method and historical day closest to the centroid selection method.  

The electricity generation of IRES and the total production in base year (2012) is 

the most accurately approximated by the 12 seasonal time slices selected by the 

hierarchical clustering centroid method. 

 

Abstrakt 

Dlouhodobé energetické modely zpravidla zjednodušují časové rozlišení. Toto 

zjednodušení však není adekvátní při vyšším podílu volatilních obnovitelných zdrojů na 

celkové výrobě elektřiny. Nízké časové rozlišení způsobuje systematickou chybu ve 

výsledcích modelu. Model predikuje vyšší podíl obnovitelných zdrojů na celkové výrobě 

elektřiny a s tím souvisí zkreslení v celkových nákladech energetického systému, 



   

energetickém mixu a skleníkových emisích. Zkreslení v energetických modelech by 

mohlo zapříčinit špatné plánování energetické politiky a nedosažení cílů na dekarbonizaci 

energetického sektoru. 

 Tato práce zvyšuje časové rozlišení modelu TIMES CZ z 12 sezonních časových 

úseků a 3 vnitrodenních časových úseků na 24 vnitrodenních časových úseků a porovnává 

8 scénářů s 1, 4 a 12 sezonními časovými úseky. Tato práce porovnává tři metody výběru 

reprezentativních dnů – prostou heuristickou metodu, výběr geometrického středu 

pomocí hierarchického shlukování a výběr historického dne nejbližšího geometrickému 

středu.  

Pro data z výchozího roku 2012 nejlépe popisuje výrobu obnovitelných zdrojů a 

celkovou výrobu scénář s 12 sezonními časovými úseky vybraných pomocí výběru 

hierarchického shlukování representovaného geometrickým středem.  
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Research question and motivation: 

Energy models are significant in mitigation of climate change. The ability to calculate 

greenhouse gas emission enables us to explicitly express the economic cost to the 

environment. The models allow us to plan for the future and see what the optimal 

energy mix will be. This will help us understand whether Czech Republic will be able to 

fulfil European Energy road-map 2050 (Rečka and Ščasný, 2016) with a better 

accuracy. Therefore, energy modelling is important. 

 

Energy models such as TIMES model are concerned with accuracy because 

optimisation models can be used to aid policy decisions such as what power plants 

should be build, how to decrease greenhouse gas emissions, should carbon tax be 

introduced. These decisions influence the flow of investment, prices of electricity and it 

eventually influences households and their well-being. As the impacts are significant, 

the accuracy of energy models is important. 

TIMES model is an economic model generator for energy system planning. The model 

aims to supply energy services at minimum global cost. It calculates equilibrium and 

maximises market surplus. The scope of TIMES model extends beyond energy-oriented 

issues to environmental ones (Loulou et al., 2016). This model has been developed for 

the energy system of the Czech Republic as TIMES-CZ model (Rečka and Ščasný, 

2016, 2017). 

 

This thesis will focus on increasing accuracy in energy model TIMES-CZ via increase 

in temporal detail (Poncelet et al., 2016). This is important for the energy model 

because as a share of volatile renewable energy sources increases, variation in supply 

increases as well, and proper detail in temporal level becomes more important 

(Nahmmacher et al., 2016). The detail in temporal level will make the model better at 

describing the real process of power generation. This thesis will try to identify the 

optimal approach to having an increase temporal detail and using the right 

representative dates method (Poncelet et al., 2017). Kannan (2011) developed different 

time slices for MARKAL UK model and this thesis will follow his research and 

compare different time slices for TIMES-CZ model. 

 

Institute of Economic Studies 

Bachelor thesis proposal 



   

This thesis will investigate how will the increased specification in temporal and 

operational detail influence the output variables of the TIMES-CZ model. This will be 

achieved via an increase in the number of time slices and it will attempt to compare 

various levels of time resolution in order to be able to compare the impact of the 

variation in time detail resolution on the outputs of the model. 

 

Contribution: 

 

TIMES-CZ model (Rečka and Ščasný, 2016) will be further developed. The thesis will 

increase the temporal and operational detail of the model and it will assess its impact on 

the output variables. Poncelet et al (2016) analysed results from long-term TIMES 

model of Belgian electricity system with short-term operational unit commitment model 

and concluded that low level of temporal detail creates inaccuracies in the energy 

system planning models. This thesis will investigate the impact specifically on the 

TIMES–CZ model. The increase in temporal detail will allow the model to better 

predict the increase in the share of renewable energy generation (Collins et al., 2017). It 

will also contribute to the contemporary energy modelling debate on what is a sufficient 

level of temporal detail. 

Methodology: 

 

This thesis will consider TIMES-CZ model that is currently modelled on 4 seasons and 

3-day slices and it will attempt to increase the number of time slices in order to achieve 

higher accuracy in description of both demand and supply. This will be achieved 

through considering data on energy consumption in the Czech Republic and designing 

time slices optimal for an improvement of the predictive and the descriptive power of 

the model. The improved temporal detail will require introduction of new parameters to 

increase level of the operational detail sufficiently to describe the energy generation 

accurately under the new temporal detail. Ideally, the thesis will compare various 

scenarios of temporal detail and assess its optimum. 

 

The parameters for the power plants operations will be taken from scientific literature. 

Data for electricity consumption for the TIMES-CZ model will be taken from various 

sources including ČEPS, ERÚ, OTE and CSO. 
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Acronyms 

AVG representative days selected by a simple heuristic method 

CA clustering algorithms 

CLT representative days selected by a clustering centroid method 

CO2e carbon dioxide equivalents 

ČEPS Czech Transmission System Operator 

EFOMs energy flow optimization models 

ERU Energy Regulatory Office 

ETS emission trading system 

ETSAP Energy Technology Systems Analysis Program 

EU European Union 

EU-27 European Union excluding UK 

EUR euro 

FFT fast Fourier transformation 

GHG greenhouse gases 

HIS representative days selected by a historical day closest to the centroid 

method 

IEA International Energy Agency 

IRES intermittent renewable energy sources 

LDC load duration curve 

PJ petajoule 

PV photovoltaic 

REE relative energy error 

RMSE root mean square error 

Definitions 

Centroid: is the arithmetic mean position of all elements in a set (cluster). 

Duration curve: is a curve that represents variation in electricity demand over a 

specific time (typically we talk about daily, monthly, and yearly duration curve). 

Load duration curve: is an ordered duration curve most typically over a period 

of one year. Load duration curve represents a time period over which a specific level of 

consumption was present. 
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1 Introduction 

The European Union (EU) policy pushes toward a low carbon economy with its 

climate strategies and targets (see Table 1). The Czech Republic commits to achieve 40% 

reduction in the Green House Gases (GHG) emissions by 2030 and to have a primary 

energy source mix of 17 – 22 % from renewable energy sources by year 2040. (MPO, 

2020) 

Table 1 EU climate strategies & targets (EU Comission, 2017) 

 2020 2030 2050 

Cut greenhouse gas emissions 

(compared to 1990 levels) 

20% 40% Net-zero 

GHG emission 

Generation from RES 20% 32% 

Energy efficiency improvement 20% 32.5% 

 

The energy sector is one of the keys to the decarbonization of the economy. It was 

responsible for 41 % emissions of carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e) in the Czech 

Republic in 2018 (Eurostat, 2018). In a push toward a transition to a low carbon energy 

sector, energy modelling can provide a major insight into how this transition of the energy 

sector could be achieved at the least-cost. Long-term decisions need to be made and 

energy modelling can provide the necessary insight (Després, Hadjsaid, Criqui, & Noirot, 

2015). 

In order to provide a valid insight, however, energy modelling must provide 

accurate results. Low-carbon electricity generation could, in theory, be achieved with 

renewable energy sources, yet they have shortcomings. They are intermittent and highly 

variable. This variability requires temporal representation that can accurately portray it 

(Després et al., 2015).  Moreover, Haydt et al. (2011) showed that low temporal detail 

leads to biased results with an inaccurate increase share of volatile energy sources. 

Pfenninger, Hawkes and Keirstead (2014) pronounce the resolving of the detail in 

time and space as one of the 4 main challenges for energy modelling in the twenty-first 

century, along with balancing uncertainty and transparency, addressing the growing 

complexity of the energy system, and integrating human behaviour, social risks and 

opportunities. Poncelet et al. (2016b) concludes that with an increasing share of the 

intermittent renewable energy sources (IRES), temporal detail has a higher impact on the 
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output variables than the techno-economic operational representation and therefore better 

specification of the temporal detail should be prioritised. 

Bottom-up long-term energy-system planning models typically simplify the 

temporal representation due to the computational costs (Nahmmacher, Schmid, Hirth, & 

Knopf, 2016; Pfenninger et al., 2014; Poncelet, Delarue, Six, Duerinck, & D’haeseleer, 

2016b). The optimization algorithms for calculating the equilibrium between supply and 

demand are computationally demanding. This is a reason for simplification which can be 

done on three levels: spatial aggregation, technology simplification and temporal 

aggregation. (Kotzur, Markewitz, Robinius, & Stolten, 2018). 

Temporal aggregation in long term energy models is usually done by dividing the 

time series data into time slices. The model is then balanced for each individual time slice. 

The traditional method for developing time slices is based on seasonal variability usually 

specifying time slice for each season or month. Daily variation is distinguished by 

weekday and weekend (sometimes split into Sunday and Saturday). Daynite variation was 

represented by day, night, and peak. A standard total number of time slices is a multiple 

of 4 seasonal, 2 daily and 3 daynite time slices - 24 in total. In the case of 12 seasonal 

slices the total number of time slices is 64. A standard temporal resolution is in the range 

between 24 and 64 time slices. (Nahmmacher et al., 2016; Poncelet et al., 2016b) 

Nevertheless, this temporal detail simplification was adequate before the increase 

in the share of IRES in the electricity generation. (Kannan & Turton, 2013; Nahmmacher 

et al., 2016; Pfenninger et al., 2014; Poncelet et al., 2016b). The increased penetration of 

the IRES introduces new volatility into the system. (Nahmmacher et al., 2016). Within 

each time slice all parameters are fixed i.e. the availability of the IRES is assigned a single 

value. This inadequately represents the variability of the IRES (Poncelet et al., 2016b). 

The volatility combined with the time dimension simplification can lead to an 

overestimation of the uptake of IRES, as well as the level of investment in flexible 

baseload technologies and IRES (Kannan & Turton, 2013; Poncelet et al., 2016b). The 

major volatility in energy models used to be caused by the fluctuation of demand, which 

the time slice approach could approximate sufficiently (Nahmmacher et al., 2016). Time 

resolution definition is connected with the balancing methods in energy modelling (Haydt 

et al., 2011). Energy modelling was used to two types of plants with either baseload or 

dispatchable. Baseload plants were running all the time and dispatchable were regulated 

to match the demand for electricity. The highly variable and intermittent IRES are another 

important source of volatility in the model. 
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The simplification in temporal detail in energy system with a high share of IRES 

leads to biased results. Haydt et al. (2011) concluded that different temporal detail can 

lead to significant overestimation of the quantity of renewable energy and calculated the 

bias to be equal to 9% of total demand. The policy makers then in turn underestimate the 

needed IRES generation capacity needed to reach the policy targets. Additionally, it 

overestimates the GHG emissions in the energy system model. The variability starts to 

create a bias when the generation from the IRES installed capacity is significantly high 

compared to the demand 

The better time slices are specified in a model, the higher resolution of the 

volatility can be represented in the model. IRES volatility relates to the volatility of the 

weather. This might impair our prediction accuracy and therefore hinder a reasonable 

policy advise. The impairment might cause our strategy for a carbon-free energy sector 

to be inaccurate. Potentially, ill-informed policies might be adopted. On the other hand 

there is no general rule fot the best time resolution and time slice definition. The best 

method of selection of times slices depends on input data and model constrains and CA 

methods results depend on the system they optimized. (Kotzur et al., 2018; Pfenninger, 

2017) 

This thesis tries to fill the gap in the literature and looks for the optimal temporal 

resolution and time slice definition in Czech energy system model TIMES-CZ. The thesis 

follows up on the energy modelling state of the art in the Czech Republic. It enhances the 

existing literature by applying the representative day method to TIMES-CZ model (Rečka 

& Ščasný, 2016b) and assessing the optimal number of seasonal time slices for the model. 

By the representative day method, we mean method that select 24 daynite time slices. 

We analyse 8 scenarios to assess the impact on the dependent variables: costs of 

the energy system generation, fuel mix of the generation and greenhouse gas emissions. 

Our independent variables are the number of time slices and the selection method of time 

slices. We use the external validity indices to determine the goodness of each method and 

see the impact on the dependant variables. Additionally, we discuss the impact of implicit 

factors in the time slice selection method on modelling results, such as scope of 

normalization, division of original time series into sets and mathematical operation to 

extract representative days. Furthermore, we compare three selection methods of time 

slice definition: the simple heuristic method; the historical clustering centroid method; 

and the historical day closest to centroid method. The comparison of selection methods 

could shine more light on which selection methods are appropriate and what factors 
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contribute the ideal level of temporal detail. This helps to obtain more accurate results of 

the model. More accurate results set a precedent for a better-informed policy advice. 

The structure of the thesis is the following: section 2 discusses the current 

scientific debate about the impact of the definition of the temporal detail. Section 3 

describes the tools used, including TIMES CZ model, available data and methodology for 

selection of the time slices. Section 4 describes the defined scenarios used to examine the 

impact on the model’s outputs. Section 4 presents the results including the external 

validity indicators and the impact on cost, energy mix and emissions. Section 6 concludes 

the thesis. 
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2 Literature review 

The increasing share of IRES created a need for a better temporal resolution, and 

additionally, it indicated the need for a comparison of time slices selection methods. 

Haydt et al. (2011) describe a typical approach for energy systems with low share of 

IRES, new approaches has been developed and used to resolve the time representation 

issue. Ludig et al. (2011) used a long-term investment model for the electricity sector to 

investigate the impact of temporal detail. They analysed 5 different scenarios with 4 – 96 

time slices and their results showed an inversed relationship between temporal detail and 

share of inflexible technology on the total energy generation. 

Kannan and Turton (2013) attempted to increase the number of time slices in order 

to improve the temporal representation. They concluded that increasing the number of 

time slices leads to more accurate results. Yet, there is no optimal level of time slice 

definition and the ideal number of time slices depends on each specific energy system. 

(Poncelet, Hoschle, Delarue, Virag, & Drhaeseleer, 2017) calls their approach simple 

heuristics. The simple heuristic approach refers to a method in which a number of time 

slices is based on a previous knowledge of the dataset. In the simple heuristic approach, 

better representation can only be achieved by increasing the number of time slices. 

Contrary to  Kannan and Turton (2013), Poncelet et al. (2016b) demonstrated that 

merely increasing the temporal resolution is not sufficient to have an accurate 

representation of the temporal dimension. Moreover, an appropriate selection method can 

improve the temporal detail representativeness without increasing the number of time 

slice and hence without increasing the computational complexity. 

One of the most prominent methods was the use of clustering algorithms (CA) 

present in Nahmmacher et al., (2016) Pfenninger (2017), Kotzur et al. (2018), 

Teichgraeber and Brandt, (2019). Sisternes and Webster, (2013) tried an optimization 

approach with representative weeks, although the optimization approach is not feasible 

with lower representative units. Poncelet, Hoschle, Delarue, Virag, & Drhaeseleer 

(2017b) presents the mixed integer linear programming optimization model, Random 

selection and Hybrid approach of random selection followed by optimal weighting. 

Poncelet, Hoschle, Delarue, Virag, & Drhaeseleer (2017b) concludes that his 

novel optimization method and hybrid approach obtained better results than CA. 

However, while his approach does not increase the computation time of the energy 
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models, his selection method is demanding on calculation by itself. This might be 

infeasible for models with multiple regions (Nahmmacher et al., 2016). 

Nahmmacher et al., (2016) compared hierarchical clustering and selection of 

historical days. He used an unconventional approach where he calculated the centroid1 

and used the closes historical day as the representation for daynite time slices. He 

concluded that historical day representation obtained the best results. 

Kotzur et al., (2018) compared k-means, k-medoids, hierarchical clustering and 

arithmetical mean and concluded that all clustering methods decrease the required 

computational power. The choice of a specific CA has only a minor impact on the optimal 

system design. 

Pfenninger (2017) compares several clustering algorithms (k-means, k-medoids, 

hierarchical clustering) and incorporates in them extreme value selection. He 

demonstrates that the results can vary significantly among the selection methods. The 

results can vary significantly even with different years of input data. The best method of 

selection depends on input data and model constrains. There might not be a one-fit-all 

approach. Additionally, CA methods’ results depend on the system they optimized. 

(Kotzur et al., 2018; Pfenninger, 2017). 

An issue with comparability of these studies arises. Poncelet, Hoschle, Delarue, 

Virag, & Drhaeseleer (2017b) uses TIMES model for the Belgian system. Nahmmacher 

et al. (2016) uses LIMES-EU. Pfenninger, (2017) uses the Calliope energy modelling 

framework on the UK energy system. Different models use different level of total number 

of time slice, while TIMES uses order of magnitude between 10 – 100, LIMES EU uses 

100 – 1000 (Pfenninger, 2017). Furthermore, Kotzur et al. (2018) used the Pyomo 

modelling language with three different scenarios of complexity. This undermines the 

possibility of generalization of these findings into different modelling paradigms. There 

is a space for further research in each of the modelling paradigms and on the general meta 

principle for definition of the temporal detail. 

With a different order of the total number of the time slices, different 

representative methods are possible. One group of approaches focuses on selecting 

representative period of time that is consequently and closely modelled based on the data. 

Then the representative period simulates the whole year or a part of a year. Nahmmacher 

 
1 Centroid: is the arithmetic mean position of all elements in a set (cluster). 
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et al. (2016) discussed how the selection of the daynite time slices can differ from 

representative hours to days, to weeks. As LIMES EU uses more often the representative 

periods (Pfenninger, 2017), the data is divided into datapoint with 24-hourly generation. 

These datapoints are then grouped together into sets according to their similarity by a 

clustering algorithm. The standard indicator of similarity is Euclidian distance. The 

represented period is selected based on a selection criterion. 

Here we discuss the implicit decisions that constitute the temporal detail 

definition. Firstly, attributes to measure the similarity must be decided upon. We can 

group together time series based on their total hourly electricity generation. This is using 

one attribute of the data to calculate similarity. In such a case, each datapoint has 1 

dimension with 24 data points. On the other hand, we could cluster together days based 

on their similarity in total hourly electricity generation and the summed IRES electricity 

generation, or maybe only a photovoltaic (PV) generation. Then we would work with 2 

rows and 24 datapoints for each day. 

In case we compare two different variables with a different scale, a normalization 

of the time series is necessary. Teichgraeber and Brandt (2019) points out that there are 

different approaches to normalization; normalization by largest values to 0-1 and z-

normalization to 0 mean and 1 standard deviation. The sequence-based normalization 

retains the relative difference within a day, and it keeps the shape of the generation curve 

(see Figure 1). The element-based normalization preserves the relative difference between 

the individual hours within a day. 

 

 

Figure 1: Normalization scope (Teichgraeber & Brandt, 2019) 
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In case of CA, apart from deciding on the variables to take into consideration for 

closeness and the methods and scope of normalization, a method of aggregating or 

extracting must be determined. This method defines the representative periods from each 

individual set. We can represent the set by a centroid, medoid, median, or a historical day 

closes to centroid. After a representation method is selected the time slices are assigned 

weights according to cluster size. Finally, the time series is scaled back to reach the 

correct annual average, or it could be denormalized by the same mean and standard 

deviation. 

Pfenninger (2017) and Kotzur et al. (2018) further talk about special treatment for 

the extreme value periods. Figure 2 shows how extreme periods can be incorporated into 

the selection methods. Pfenninger (2017) marks this approach as heuristics; selecting days 

based on external criteria. He selects a certain number of days with the minimal and the 

maximal values for wind generation, PV generation and total load. None of the previously 

mentioned algorithms would select the extreme days as representative time slices. 

These are the explicit decisions that must be made before the time slices are 

selected: length of the represented period, total number of time slices, dimension of the 

criteria, normalization method, normalization scope, rescaling or denormalization, 

treatment of the extreme value periods. 

  

Figure 2: Treatment of extreme values (Kotzur et al., 2018) 
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3 Methodology and data 

Section 3.1 describe the model that we use. Section 3.2 describes the available 

data. Section 3.3 further justifies why the representative day method is the most 

appropriate. Section 3.4 describes our method in the calculation of the time slices and 

section 3.5 presents formulas for calculating the accuracy of the reality approximation. 

3.1 Times CZ model 

This bachelor thesis applies the TIMES CZ model that is a part of the TIMES 

modeling paradigm. TIMES acronym stands for The Integratel MARKAL-EFOM 

System. The TIMES modelling framework was developed by the Energy Technology 

Systems Analysis Program (ETSAP) collaboration programme of the International 

Energy Agency (IEA) program and it combines the technical engineering approach with 

an economic appoach. 

TIMES CZ is long-term energy model that simulates the energy system of the 

Czech Republic. TIMES CZ model was developed in a paper Rečka and Ščasný (2016b). 

It was the first model that was applied to evaluate energy policy in the Czech Republic 

and one of the first models in the CEE region. The model was developed based on 

TIMES-PanEU model. (Rečka & Ščasný, 2016a). 

The advantage of the TIMES CZ model lies in higher technical detail. TIMES CZ 

is developed on plant-level data in the manner that all significant powerplants are included 

individually. The model covers 98.3% of gross electricity generation (Rečka & Ščasný, 

2016b). The TIMES CZ model was developed with 2012 as a base year. At the time of 

the TIMES CZ model development, the Czech Ministry of Trade and Development or the 

Ministry of the Environment only used the Energy flow optimization models (EFOMs), 

even though the EFOMs are less detailed than TIMES model. 
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Figure 3: TIMES CZ structure (Rečka and Ščasný, 2016) 

On the side of supply, the model describes the acquisition of brown coal in specific 

mines. The rest of the fuels are described on an aggregate level. The supply of the fuels 

is modelled based on price with price development defined from 2015 to 2050. The 

primary fuels are transformed into electricity by defined processed (see Figure 3 for the 

model diagram). Each process has parameters of fuel mix and efficiency in each power 

plant type. Some of the big power plants are combined heat and power types. The model 

describes creation of heat and its distribution into regions.  Although, this bachelor thesis 

is mostly focused on the electric energy. 

The model describes the demand for electricity and heat. The demand for electric 

energy is described on aggregate level. The investment is modelled endogenously. The 

model makes assumption for exogeneous parameters such as EU emission trading system 

(ETS) emission allowances price, fuel prices and development of demand. 

TIMES model defines time slices on annual, seasonal, weekly, and daynite level 

(see Figure 4). Due to this versatility, TIMES model can be used with integral, semi-

dynamic and even dynamic approach. Each annual time slice is divided into seasonal. 

Each seasonal time slice is divided into weekly time slices and so forth. The model allows 

to refence each time slice level separately and processes can be modelled on different 

time slice level. For example, nuclear power plants can run on seasonal level and hydro 

power plants on daynite level. The definition of the time slice can be chosen at will. This 

includes the number of time slices and their duration.  Seasonal time slices can represent 
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seasons or month. Weekly time slices can distinguish for example weekdays, weekends. 

Each time slice level can represent an arbitrarily long-time segment. There is also a 

possibility to skip the definition of the time slice level. For example, we can have time 

slices only on seasonal and daynite level, while omitting the weekly level. In such case, 

the higher-level time slices divided directly into the closest defined lower lever time 

slices. 

 

 

Figure 4: Example of a time-slice tree (Loulou, Goldstein, Kanudia, Lettila, & 

Remme, 2016) 

 

Each of the daynite time slices can represent different number of hours. A day can 

be divided into 3 daynite slices day, night, peak and peak can represent only 2 hours, night 

8 hours and day 14 hours. The size of each time slice is defined by weights. The weights 

of the time slices represent the portion of the year represented by the time slice and must 

sum up to 1. 

The temporal detail in TIMES CZ model is defined with 12 seasonal and 3 daynite 

time slices. This sums up to total number of 36 time slices. The seasonal time slices 

represent moths and daynite time slices represent daytime, night-time, and peak. Daytime 

last between 13 to 15 hours of the day depending on the moth. The night-time lasts 6-8 

and peak 1-5. These intervals are changing on monthly bases and reflect the behaviour of 

electricity consumption. 

Although, the model predefines daynite time slice level most of the conventional 

electricity power plant run on the seasonal time slice level. The exception is wind power 

plants, hydro power plants, photovoltaics and powerplant Vřesová, where a brown coal 
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gasification unit with combined cycle power plant is installed.2 The demand for electricity 

is defined on daynite level. The TIMES CZ model was developed with 2012 as a base 

year. 

The wind power plants, hydro power plants and photovoltaic power plants are 

aggregated on the technology level, i.e. these types of power plants  are treated as if there 

was one big powerplant with the installed capacity equal to sum of all individual power 

plants. 

The volatility of IRES power generation is modelled thought an introduction of 

capacity availability of these generation types. The energy model can access a limited 

portion of the installed capacity at each time slice. The ratio that the model can use 

correspond to the behaviour of those natural resources i.e. in the summer month the 

availability of the PV is higher than in winter months. 

Even though these technologies operate on daynite time slice level, the availability 

factors are defined on the seasonal level. 

3.2 Data 

Kannan and Turton (2013) pointed out that the number of ideal time slices are 

dependent on the availability of data for whole energy system and the detail of data for 

each entity that is simulated in the model. 

This bachelor thesis uses ČEPS data on hourly electricity generation by 

technology type for year 2012. The year 2012 was chosen because the TIMES CZ model 

uses it as a base year (more in section 3.1). The availability of data is usually determined 

by the regulatory body in the energy sector. 

The data countain 10 variables and 8784 datapoint. Year 2012 is a leap year and 

therefore the number of hours is 8784 instead of the usual 8760. 

Variable Datum represents date and hour at which the generation was measured. 

The remaining 9 variables represent gross electricity generation by powerplant type i.e. 

thermal power plant, combined-cycle gas turbine power plant, nuclear power plant, hydro 

power plant, hydro pumped storage plant, photovoltaic power plant, wind power plant, 

alternative power plant and autoproducer power plant. The output unit is megawatt 

hour(MWh). 

 
2 The owner of Vřesová power plant announced in July 2020 that the gasification unit will end its 

operation in August 2020. This new information is not included in our model. 
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The total gross energy generation has been created by sum of all the components. 

The season variables has been created based on the corresponding months. 

The heat demand data are available only on mothly basis. Therefore this thesis 

was unable to increase the temporal definition for heat more that the current state of the 

TIMES CZ model. We were only able to recalculate the heat demand to each of our newly 

defined time slices. We redefined the heat demand but the resolution does not improve 

due to the data availability.  

3.3 Fast Fourier Transformation 

This subsection mentions why representative days approach is a logical method. 

Kotzur et al. (2018) uses the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) to support a notion that 

there is redundancy in the time series. However, FFT is mainly used to identify the 

Figure 5: FFT analysis 
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dominant frequencies in the data. The dominant frequencies can indicate, which 

representation method is appropriate for a given data set. 

The FFT graph (Figure 5) uses the Fourier transformation to plot frequency on the 

x-axis and the amplitude on the y-axes. The amplitude represents the dominance of a 

given frequency in the dataset. Our FFT analysis clearly indicates that our data have a 

dominant daily frequency in total generation, hydro generation, and PV generation. 

Our time is 8784 hours and the daily frequency is represented by a frequency of 

366

8784
= 0.0416. The wind has some daily repetition. The dominant frequencies are close 

to zero. Without further information, this could mean that wind is repetitive on monthly 

or seasonal bases, but it is more likely that it is difficult to compress the wind generation 

information. 

When we describe the dominant period well, we can get much better 

representation in the model. Hence, we can cover the intraday variability in the renewable 

energy sources better. 

3.4 Time slices and clustering 

Haydt et al. (2011) divided temporal definition approaches in three fundamental 

categories: integral, semi-dynamic and dynamic. 

Integral approach is used mostly with long term energy system optimization 

models. As an example a scenario with 9 seasonal time slices is described, where the 

hourly time series data of electricity generation is divided into 8 time slices representing 

1000 hours and 1 time slice representing 784 (Author chose to describe a leap year. The 

sum gives us 8784 hours instead of usual 8760 hours.). The integral approach is trying to 

approximate the  Load duration curve3 (LDC) by the arithmetic mean of each period. 

After a desired number of time slices is selected, the load duration curve is created. Then 

data points are divided into a selected number of sets, where number of sets is equal to 

number of desired time slices and each time slices is derived by an arithmetic mean of all 

elements in each set. This has a been a typical approach in long term energy modelling. 

 
3 Load duration curve is an ordered duration curve most typically over a period 

of one year. Load duration curve represents time period over which a specific level of 

consumption was present. 
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Semi-integral approach uses selected typical days to represent power variation. 

Haydt et al. (2011) uses 4 seasonal 3 daily and 24 daynite time slices (288 in total). The 

semi integral approach is better at representing the seasonal, daily, and hourly dynamics, 

while decreasing the complexity of calculations. 

Dynamic approach is an approach to use all days from one year to represent power 

variation. This approach is mostly used in short-term energy system modelling. This 

approach is not further discussed because it is not computationally feasible for long-term 

energy system models. 

This thesis attempt to define TIMES CZ temporal detain with semi-integral  

approach. 

Firstly, in order to define time slices for TIMES, we have to divided the 8784 data 

points into number of sets and then from these sets extract a representative values. 

In the simple heuristic method the number of timeslices usually corresponded to 

seasons i.e. 4  or to months i.e. 12. This was the standard for a lot of energy modelling. 

In simple heuristics increasing the number of time slices usually sets a limit on 12 

seasonal 7 weekly and 24 daynite. The data point are divided by our standard 

understanding of the pieces of the year. The final representativeness is done by arithmetic 

mean. 

Based on Poncelet et al. (2016b) and the fast Fourier Transformation (section 3.3), 

we decided to focus on the approach of the representative days. The number of daynite 

times slices is therefore fixed at 24. We compare simple heurestics, clustering centroids 

and clustering historical days closest to the centroid methods. 

We alter the number of seasonal time slices to - 1, 4, 12 - to asses the impact on 

the outputs of the model. The number of seasonal time slices is selected based on the 

simple heurestics method. The 4 time slices represent seasons, 12 represent months and 

the 1 seasonal time slice represents the whole year. The two remaining methods use the 

identical number of time slices to ensure comparability. 

In addition to introducing new time slices, we increase the specification for the 

availability factor of hydro, wind and PV powerplant. Along with this we specify the 

paramentres for new technology in hydro, wind, PV and concentrated solar power. The 

new technology is the definition for the power sources that the model can decide to invest 

in. We specify the demand for electricity on the daynite level to be compatible to the 

powerplant generatin. 
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The demand for heat was previously defined on 12 seasonal time slices, because 

the data is not available in lower granularity. In our scenarios we aggregate the heat 

demand for 1 and 4 seasonal time slices and for 12 seasonal time slice the demand remains 

unchanged for simple heuristic approach. 

In clustering methods each time slice represents year portion of a varying length. 

We therefore assume that the demand for heat is uniform within the moths. This allows 

us to calculate daiyly demand for heat within each month under the new assumption. Then 

we look at the combination of the days within all clusters. Based on the month they belong 

to, we assign them a daily heat demand. The total demand, corresponding to the cluster 

time slice, is obtain as the total sum of heat demand in the individual days. 

In the simple heurestics method, after dividing the dataset into the corresponding 

sets based on the seasons, month or 1 set for the whole year, the values are assigned to 

each time slice by arithmetic mean. The simple heuristic approach does not require 

normalization and we use no treatement of extreme values periods. 

For the clustering method, we use the Ward hierachical algorithm (Joe. H. Ward, 

1963). The Ward algorithm minimizes the inter-cluster variation. The metric of similarity 

is the Euclidean distance. 

 

The x1 and x2 are vectors of the daily electricity generation of the given types. The 

Euclidean metric calculates straight-line distance between the points in the n-dimensional 

euclidean space. We are interested in days that are similar to each other in the electricity 

generation of the given generation type. When we consider for example PV generation, 

we have 24 dimensional euclidean space with 365 observations because each day has 24 

hours. When we consider 2 variable on one plain we get 48 dimensional euclidean space. 

It would be possible to consider each variable separately, however the set would not have 

to contain the same number of members in each cluster. This would cause problems as 

the length of each time slice must be identical. 

Since we want to increase the detail of specification for hydro, PV and wind power 

plants and for the demand, we calculated the distance based on 4 variables. The demand 

for electricity is derived from the total generation of electricity in 2012.  We calculate the 
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distance based on hydro, PV, and wind power plant generation. This entails the 

calculation of Euclidean distance in 96-dimensional space. 

The time series generation of PV has a different order of magnitude than the hydro 

generation. Before we calculated the Euclidean distance, we use z-normalization, to make 

the standard deviation, the unit of the measurement. This ensures that each time series has 

the same weight in the determination of simmilarity. We standardise each time series 

separately. We use the element based normalization (see section 2) because we are 

precisely interested in days that are similar to each other in the genaration relative to the 

hourly generation. The element based normalization makes the unit of measurement the 

standards deviation from the hourly mean. We normalized PV, hydro, wind and total 

generation. Each time series is normalized separately. 

After the normalization a distance matrix is calculated (366*366) based on all four 

variables. Then the ward hierarchical clustering algorithm assigns each day to a cluster. 

After the days are divided into the desired number of clusters, the centroids are calculated 

as arithmetic mean with respect to hours. For the historical days, euclidean distance from 

the centroid is calculated for each day in the dataset. The day with the minimal euclidean 

distance from the centroid is selected as a representative. This calculation is done within 

each cluster. 

When the simple heuretics, hierarchical clustering centroids and historical days 

the clossest to the centroid are selected, we denormalize the series back (by the mean and 

the standard deviation). We divide the denormalized value of the daily generation by 

installed capacity to obtain the availibility factor. The availability factor is then used as a 

proxy variable for the input of natural resources as wind, solar power and hydro power. 

3.5 External validity indicators 

After settling on the representative days method (24 daynite time slices), we would 

like to find the ideal number of the seasonal time slices. We would not be able to 

determine the goodness of representation merely by looking at the output of the model. 

Therefore, Poncelet et al. (2017b) proposed a use of external validity indicators. 

Nahmmacher et al. (2016) used similar metrics but slightly altered. Both indicators are 

looking at the approximation of the load duration curve (LDC) and a correlation error. 

Ludig et al. (2011) introduces covered variability indicator and Poncelet et al. 

(2017b) introduces relative energy error (REE) as the relative error in approximating of 
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the value of each time series. REE indicator is not suitable for CA method when the data 

is rescaled to represent the average values correctly. 

This thesis uses root mean square error (RMSE) between representative LDC and 

actual LDC from the original time series, covered variability, and correlation error. These 

figures are inspired by Nahmmacher et al. (2016). 

 

In (2) the VarC(S) is the covered variability of a scenario. Var(Ts) is variance of 

the scenario time series. Var(To) is variance of the original time series 

 

In (3) RMSE(Ts) is the root mean square error of the scenarios time series. 𝐿�̂�𝐶 

is approximation of the load duration curve. LDC is the load duration curve based on the 

original time series 

 

CorrE(Ts1, Ts2) is the correlation error. Corr(Ts1, Ts2) is the correlation between 

two time series of scenario time slices. Corr(To1, To2) is the correlation between two 

original time series 
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4 Scenarios 
We design 8 scenarios to assess the impact of the temporal detail (see Table 2). 

The scenarios differ by selection method and number of seasonal time slices. We compare 

the change in outputs to the BC scenario from Rečka & Ščasný (2016b). We denoted the 

BC scenario as status quo.  

The BC scenario assumes that the terrotorial mining limits are abolished and an 

additional 4279 PJ of brown coal are going to become available. Because of the additional 

mining cost of the brown coal from the expanded brown coal mines the price of additional 

brown coal is assumed more expensive than the prices predicted by the Czech Ministry 

of Industry and Trade. The price tables can be found in Rečka & Ščasný (2016b). 

This thesis increases the temporal detail definition by introducing new time slices 

to the TIMES-CZ model. This thesis increases the specification for PV, hydro and wind 

power plants and new instvestment into those technology. We calculated the availibity 

factor based on ČEPS data. Due to increased temporal detail we increase the specification 

of the demand for electricity. The demand for heat could not be further specified due to 

the data availibity issue. Nonetheless, the heat demand is recalculated for each data slice 

under the assumption of uniformity (for more, see 3.4).  

We compare three selection methods – simple heuristics, clustering centroid and 

historical days closest to centroid. Note that 1 cluster centroid is identical to 1 heurestic 

day. When we assign all days into one cluster, it is identical to the whole dataset. 

The Table 2 provides an overview of the scenarios and their impact on the total 

number of time slices. 

Table 2: Scenarios 

Name Seasonal Daynite Total Tag 

Status quo 12 3 36 STATUS 

QUO 

1-simple heuristic day 1 24 24 AVG01 

4- simple heuristic days 4 24 96 AVG04 

12- simple heuristic days 12 24 288 AVG12 

4-hierarchical cluster centroid days 4 24 96 CLT04 

12- hierarchical cluster centroid days 12 24 288 CLT12 

1- historical day closest to centroid 1 24 24 HIS01 

4- historical days closest to centroid 4 24 96 HIS04 
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12- historical days closest to centroid 12 24 288 HIS12 

 

The scenarios solution of the model is attained in VEDA FE; a software developed 

for TIMES models. The linear programming runs on GAMS solver. The calculations are 

done in python. The code is attached in the appendix (9.3). 
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5 Results 

5.1 External validity indicators results 

In the external validity indicators, we determine, which temporal detail definition 

represents the actual generation the most accurately. This will aid us in determining the 

sign of the bias in case of the simplified temporal resolution in the status quo. 

The external validity indicators compare the 2012 generation data to the first 

model’s simulated year (also 2012). 

5.1.1 RMSE 

 

Figure 6 : RMSE indicator 

Figure 6 plots the RMSE of the LDC approximation in different generation type. 

The colour represents different selection methods. The x-axis represents the number of 

the representative day and the y axis plots RMSE value. The dashed line represents the 

value of the status quo. 

RMSE is unitless measurement that represents the error between the predicted 

values and the actual values of the LDC. The value does not have a specific interpretation, 

the lower the better. The simple heuristic method is labelled AVG, cluster centroid with 

CLT and cluster historical day with HIS. 
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We expected an improvement in the RMSE with the increased number of the 

representative days. This is not what we observe. Although, we only have 3 data points 

for each selection method and therefore we cannot make a general conclusion. A problem 

with simple heuristics manifests, while the number of clustering days can be selected 

arbitrarily (any integer), the number of simple heuristic days does increase in a 

straightforward manner. The period of 4 days is seasons and 12 days is months, but period 

of for example of 5, does not correspond to a traditional unit in by which we measure and 

understand time. The best selection method seems to be the 12 cluster days across all 

generation types.  It is the only scenario that outperforms the status quo in all generation 

types. The other scenarios either performing poorly or they do not behave consistently 

across all generation types. 

The status quo is performing the best in the total generation, where its RMSE is 

the second lowest after the RMSE of the 12 cluster days. Historical selection method with 

4 days is close to the status quo in the total generation and better on all other generation 

types(for exact values see Appendix 1: External validity indices values). The 2 more 

scenarios outperform the status quo in approximation of 3 variable and score close on the 

RMSE LDC of total generation, namely historical 1 day and 1 simple heuristic day. 

We can conclude that an increase in the total number of the time slice, does not 

always improve the accuracy of the approximation in the energy model. We managed to 

improve the temporal representation the most with 12 cluster days. 
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Figure 7: LDC curves 

Figure 7 plots LDC curves as an illustration of the RMSE figures. The LDC plots 

the hourly electricity generation ordered from the highest to the lowest. The black dotted 

line represents the actual LDC from year 2012. The dashed line represents the LDC 

approximation of the status quo. We plot 12 cluster day and 4 historical days to illustrated 

visually how the most representative scenarios approximate the actual LDC. We can spot 

that the approximation of the wind generation for the 4 historical days is not ideal. On the 

other hand, the 12 cluster days approximates the shape well in all 4 generation types. 

5.1.2 Covered variance demand, hydro, wind, PV 

 

Figure 8: Covered variability 

 

Figure 8 shows the covered variability in the different generation types by 

different selection method. The x-axis shows the number of the representative days and 

the y-axis show the covered variability of the generation time series. The dashed line 

shows the value of the status quo and the dotted line show the ideal value of 1. The 

covered variability shows the multiple of the simulated variance, represented in the actual 

variance. In case, the covered variability is 1, the variability of the predicted time series, 

generated by the model, is equal to the actual variability of generation in year 2012. The 
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simple heuristic method is labelled AVG, cluster centroid with CLT and historical day 

with HIS. 

We can spot that one 1 day and 12 days in general retain the variability better than 

4 days. The covered variability seems to be positively correlated with the RMSE 

indicator. The historical days representation is again more consistent, and the simple 

heuristics and the clustering centroid can vary significantly. 

In the wind generation, closest to the true variability is the 12 clustering days with 

covered variability 0.73 (for exact values seem Appendix 1: External validity indices 

values), the rest of the values range from 0.004 to 18.8. Four other scenarios outperform 

the status quo – AVG1, AVG12, HIS1, HIS4, HIS12. 

It seems contra intuitive for the covered variability to be higher than 1, however 

when the average of the representative time series is higher than the average of the 

original time series, it is possible. Another option is, that there is different distribution of 

the generation and therefore the variance is higher, despite the total generation being the 

same. 

In the hydro power plant generation, the variability is well preserved. The best 

result has the scenario12 historical days with 0.88, followed by 4 historical days with 0.87 

and third best is 12 cluster days with 0.73. Three more scenarios outperform the status 

quo – AVG1, AVG12, HIS1. 

In the photovoltaic generation, the closest to covered variability being 1 is 4-

historic days with 1.02 followed by 12 historic days and 1 historic day with 1.11 and 0.91, 

respectively. In the representation of the PV generation the historic day method gets the 

best results. There are three more scenarios that outperform the status quo – AVG1, 

AVG12, CLT12. 

In the total generation, the status quo performs the best with 0.66 followed by 12 

cluster centroid days with 0.56 and 12 historical days with 0.41. It is slightly surprising 

that the status quo performs so well in the total generation. 

In conclusion, the historic day selection method is the best at retaining the 

variability of the original times series. The 12 centroid cluster days still retain the 

variability of the original time series well. 

We must keep in mind that one day has 24 time slices, while the status quo 

scenario has 36 time slices. If we considered changing the temporal definition to 24 

daynite time slices and 1 representative day, we would decrease the total number of time 
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slice, yet we would still improve the representation of the variability for the IRES. This 

confirms our hypothesis, that IRES variability must be modelled on the intraday level. 
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5.1.3 Correlation Error between Demand and IRES 

 

Figure 9: Correlation error 

The Figure 9 expresses the correlation error between the given variable and the 

total electricity generation. The x-axis representants the number of days and the y-axes 

represent the correlation error values. The scale for the correlation error is between 0 and 

2 (for the equation see section 3.5). The ideal value the correlation error is 0. The simple 

heuristic method is labelled AVG, cluster centroid method with CLT and cluster historical 

day with HIS. This indicator measures the role of each generation type in the total 

generation. The correlation with the total generation determines whether the generation 

type is a peak type or off-peak type. In case of the correlation error the generation type 

would get a different role than in reality. 

The correlation error has the biggest improvement from 1 representative day to 4 

representative days in all selection methods. The correlation error between the total 

generation and the wind generation manifest an inconsistent behaviour. It may be caused 

by the unpredictability of the wind generation. The unpredictability is visible in the FFT 

plot (see section 3.3) and it is connected with the issue with the compressibility of the 

information from the wind generation. The correlation error between the hydro and the 

total generation seems to be positively correlated with the correlation error between the 
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photovoltaic and the total generation. The most significant improvement is between 1 

representative day and 4 representative days. 

The best results have 4 cluster centroid days and 12 cluster centroid day, that 

outperform the status quo in the correlation error in all generation types. The scenario 4 

historical days and 12 historical days outperform the status quo in 2 generation type 

correlation error. The scenarios perform worse in the correlation error between the wind 

and total generation. Their correlation error of 0.56 for 4 historical days and 0.57 for 12 

historical days is relatively high, considering the scale is between 0 to 2. Moreover, the 

correlation error is higher than one only if the real correlation and the correlation in the 

model have different signs. One predicts positive correlation and the other negative 

correlations is a quite significant error. 

Cluster centroid is the best method to minimize the correlation error. 

5.1.4 Evaluation of External validity indicators 

The status quo performs well in the total generation. This could mean that the 

status quo temporal resolution is appropriate for most of the powerplants types in the 

model. Ultimately, the IRES is responsible for only around 3.2 % of the total generation 

in the year 2012. 

Despite the good performance of the status quo in the total generation, the 12 

clustering days outperform the status quo in most of the indicators. Second best scenario 

was 4 historical days. We will look at these two scenarios the most to indicate how the 

outputs of the status quo could have been biased. However, we will not disregard the other 

scenarios as some of them had very good accuracy like 12historical days and 1average 

day. 

The result clearly show that it is not sufficient to increase the number of time slices 

because the selection method has an impact on the accuracy of the approximation. 

Additionally, different methods are good at different accuracy measures. The 

historical day method is good at retaining variability and the cluster centroid is good at 

approximation of the LDC curve and keeping the correlation among the generation types 

unchanged. 
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5.2 Outputs 

This section looks at the difference in the outputs of the defined scenarios and the 

status quo scenario outputs. 

5.2.1 Electricity generation mix 

 

Figure 10 Electricity generation mix 

The Figure 10 shows the generation mix in each year for all the scenarios. The 

generation is plotted in petajoules. Different generation types are represented by different 

colours. The first graph represents the status quo generation. The graphs differ on number 

of days on the horizontal level from left 1,4 and 12 days. The graphs differ by selection 

method on the vertical level from simple heuristics labelled with AVG, cluster centroids 

labelled CLT and cluster historical days labelled with HIS. 
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All the scenarios rely mostly on brown coal and nuclear energy. The newly 

defined scenarios invest more in nuclear energy than the status quo. In comparison to the 

status quo the solar energy generation diminished. 

The newly defined scenarios are not dramatically different from each other. At 

first sight there is little to no difference between scenarios AVG1 – AVG4, CLT4 – 

CLT12 and HIS1. The wind energy plays a minor role in the total energy mix except for 

scenarios HIS04 and HIS12. The HIS04 and HIS12 invest in a geothermal energy too. 

The electricity generation mix is a standard metric. It displays the input fuels into 

the electricity generation calculated in the energy units. In this comparison the IRES has 

lower share because the energy mix does not account for the losses in turning the primary 

fuels into electricity. The efficiency is less than 1 for all conventional powerplant. 

However, the IRES efficiency is modelled with efficiency 1 and limiting the availability 

of the primary resource such as wind, hydro, sun radiation. This is an equivalent approach 

to decreasing the efficiency of IRES and increasing the availability of the primary fuel. 

Next section 5.2.2 plots the generation by primary fuel, where this issue is resolved. 
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5.2.2 Generation by primary fuels and IRES share 

 

Figure 11 Electricity generation by primary fuel 

The Figure 11 represent the electricity generation by the primary fuels. The input 

fuels are recalculated into proportions responsible for the electricity generation. This 

figure better represents the share of each fuel type on the total electricity generation. 

The scenarios still depend mostly on nuclear energy and brown coal. The biomass 

generation is the same in all scenarios and it provides a stable source of electricity. The 

solar generation is present in the generation, nonetheless, it is very small in the newly 

defined scenarios. When we recalculate the availability factor, the PV generation has 

lower return on investment. The model decides to prefer nuclear energy generation 

instead. 
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In the HIS04 and HIS12 scenarios, the wind power plants have higher availability 

factor than in the remaining newly defined scenarios. Therefore, the model produces wind 

electricity and substitutes hard coal electricity generation. The HIS04 has the highest 

share of wind generation of all scenarios. 

Even though the share of hydro energy decreases in the newly defined scenarios, 

it is quite constant over the years. 

In conclusion when we redefine the availability factor for IRES, the PV electricity 

generation greatly diminishes. The hydro generation decreases but remains stable. The 

wind generation remains vital only in scenario HIS04 and HIS12. 

 

Figure 12: Share of IRES on total generation by primary fuels 

Figure 12 further illustrates the share of IRES on the total generation. The status 

quo has the highest share of the IRES on the total gross generation for most of the years. 

This means that the status quo overestimates the share of the IRES. Nevertheless, this is 

not caused by the underrepresentation of the IRES volatility. The CLT12 represents the 

volatility better than CLT4, still they have the same share of the IRES generation over the 

years. 

The difference in the share of the IRES must be caused by the yearly availability 

factor. According to data from ČEPS the yearly generation in 2012 for PV was 2.8 

petajoule (PJ), for hydro was 5.7 PJ and wind was 0.8PJ. This gives total 9.3 PJ of the 

IRES generation. The status quo expected the IRES generation to be 19.3 based on data 

from Energy Regulatory Office (ERU). The status quo scenario notably overestimated 

the generation from the IRES. 
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The historical days scenarios with 1 representative day has 9.5PJ yearly gross 

IRES generation, the historical days scenarios with 4 representative days has 10.8 PJ and 

the historical days scenarios with 12 representative days has 11.5 PJ. All the remaining 

scenarios have 9.3PJ. When we select the historic representative days, it is possible that 

the availability factors are on average higher and the investment in the IRES has therefore 

higher return on investment (The variable cost for the IRES are zero).  

The IRES yearly availability factor might be higher than the actual availability 

factor due to the method that we applied. When we selected the closest days to the 

centroid, we do not rescale the value to correspond to the yearly availability factor. We 

rescale the data by the standard deviation and add the average (the reversed steps of the 

z). This approach better tests the ability of the model to satisfy peak demands. The model 

is stress tested for the available production capacity. Nevertheless, our results strongly 

indicate that the error in the availability factor has a higher impact on the outputs of the 

model than the presence of high demand periods.  

All the simple heuristic scenarios have the same IRES availability factor as 

clustering centroid method. The historical day scenarios have a higher availability factor. 

The highest availability factor is in the status quo. This could be explained by a different 

granularity of data provided by ERU. ČEPS provides data on hourly basis while ERU 

only on monthly basis. With the monthly data the availability factor could be biased 

upwards. 
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5.2.3 Costs 

 

Figure 13: Total discounted system cost difference 

Figure 13 shows the difference in total discounted system cost compared to the 

status quo. The model calculates total cost for each year and then discount the power 

plants with lifetime reaching beyond the scope of the model. This is done to prevent short 

sighted investment decisions. For the scope, the total discounted system cost for the status 

was 58595.43 euro. 

The Figure 13 characterizes how the change in the temporal detail definition 

affects the total discounted system cost. We can see that the scenarios based on taking the 

arithmetic mean claim that the cost is understated between 97.8 to 123.5 euro per the run 

of the model. The 123.5 euros is a bias of 0.2%. It is not an enormous bias nonetheless it 

is not negligible. With the increasing number of seasonal time slices the cost difference 

increases. This could mean that low resolution temporal detail underestimates the costs, 

however the historical day selection method does not support this hypothesis. Although, 

with fixed availability factor and ceteris paribus condition fulfilled, the total discounted 

system cost increases with the number of seasonal time slices. The ceteris paribus 

condition must ensure that the seasonal number of time slices has proportional 

relationship with the cost. This would suggest that higher covered variability with higher 

number of seasonal time slices has an upward influence on the total discounted system 

cost. The external validity indicators pointed to scenario with 12 representative cluster 

days as the most accurate and hence the bias should be around 119.9 euro. 
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The historical day selection method goes from underestimation of 119.9 euro to 

overestimation by 908.6 euro. The overestimation of 908.6 euro would correspond to an 

1.5% bias. Nevertheless, the historical representative days do not have yearly availability 

of IRES fixed. It creates a multivariate problem. 

 

Figure 14: Total cost difference each year 

Figure 14 sums the variable cost, fixed costs and investment cost for each year 

and compares them to the status quo scenario. The scenarios AVG1 – AVG12, CLT04 to 

CLT12 and HIS01 demonstrate a similar story. Between year 2011 to 2020 the status quo 

underestimates the total costs. In years 2030 to 2040 the cost is overpredicted. Then 2045 

to 2050 the price is underpredicted again. The scenarios are not the same. The differences 

are small to be seen on the graph. Even though the costs are not discounted here, the sum 

of the total cost behaves as the total discounted sum. 
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Figure 15: Cost difference each year by cost type compared to status quo 

Figure 15 plots the difference in cost by cost type compared to the status quo. This 

breakdown of cost type is similar to Figure 14, but it allows to see the change in cost in 

a greater detail. The variable cost is mostly higher than in the status quo and the fixed and 

investment cost is mostly lower. This would suggest that the model decides to increase 

production in already installed powerplant rather than investing into new technology. Due 

to a decrease in availability factor, the internal rate of return is lower for new investment 

in the IRES. Now, it is more costly to invest in the IRES technology with a low variable 

cost than it is to increase the generation in an already installed power plant with relatively 

more expensive variable cost. 
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5.2.4 New installed capacity 

 

Figure 16: Cumulative new installed capacity by scenario 

Figure 16 shows the new installed capacity summed over the run of the model. 

The status quo is here plotted too unlike in previous figures where we analysed the 

difference by subtracting. 

There are two main divides by scenarios depending on the availability factor. 

Either the scenarios decreased the new instalment of brown coal, and instead installed 

low portion of hard coal and higher portion of nuclear energy. The first option was 

followed by scenarios AVG01 – AVG12, CLT04, CLT12 and HIS01.With increasing 

accuracy of representation of the original data the instalment of brown and hard coal 

decreases and the scenarios focuses more on predominantly on nuclear energy. 

Second option for scenarios was to focus on IRES. The IRES had to be balance 

by brown coal generation. 

Note that even though the new installed capacity of IRES is high in status quo and 

historical day scenarios with 4 and 12 representative days, the IRES has on average lower 

availability factor. Hence the installed capacity is not proportional to electricity 

generation by IRES. 

The investment in gas is consistent over all scenarios. 
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5.2.5 Emissions 

Figure 17 plots the tones of an 

emission compound on the y-axis and the 

scenario name on the x-axis. The bar chart 

represents the difference between a given 

scenario and the status quo in total 

emissions of a given compound summed 

over all the years. 

The 4 historical and 12 historical 

representative days claim that the status 

quo overestimates the amount of the 

emissions. The remaining scenarios’ 

results claim that the emissions were 

underestimated except for NOx emissions. 

The emissions correspond to the 

cost predictions. In fact, this relates to the 

availability factor of IRES. Since the 

remaining scenarios substitute the IRES 

generation with hard coal. This can be 

seen in Figure 11.  

There is a link between the share 

of IRES and the emissions. When the 

model overpredicts the share of IRES, it 

underpredicts the emissions. If the model 

was to be used in the policy advice, this 

could have a hindering effect on achieving 

the EU targets and the policy targets of 

the Czech Republic. 

Figure 17: Difference in total emissions 

– compound & scenario 
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Figure 18: CO2 emissions difference 

Figure 18 plots the CO2 emissions difference compare to the status quo in each 

year. The difference is in tones. The graphs on the horizontal level differ by a number of 

the representative days from 1, 4 to 12 days. The graphs on the vertical axis differ in the 

selection method. The simple heuristic method is titled AVG, the clustering centroid is 

titled CLT and the clustering historical day is labelled HIS. This is the order from top to 

bottom.  The auxiliary grey lines on the graph represent all the other scenarios and help 

with the comparison. We will look predominantly at C02 emission because they have 

the highest share of the total emissions. The gist of the story remains the same for the 

other compounds and the exact figures can be found in appendix 2.  

In the scenarios, where we use arithmetical mean to obtain the representative 

days, the emissions are slightly lower until year 2030 and then they spike up in 2035. In 

2040 the emission plummet but stay in a positive difference compared to the status quo. 

In historical days scenarios the decline compared to status quo is more 

prominent and the spike up is not present. Nonetheless the years 2040 to 2050 have 

higher emissions than the status quo.  
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6 Conclusion 

The long-term energy models frequently oversimplify the definition of the 

temporal detail. However, the volatility of IRES cannot be covered in a low temporal 

resolution. This thesis provides a discussion on the implicit decisions that are involved 

in the temporal detail definition process. We compared 3 time slice selection methods – 

simple heuristics, ward hierarchical clustering centroid, and historical days closest to the 

centroid.  

The simple heuristics method and the clustering centroid method calculated 

accurately the availability factor for IRES according to the ČEPS data. The historical 

day selection method derived a slightly higher availability factor. That lead to an 

increase investment into IRES and decreased total system costs. The yearly availability 

factor is higher because we do not rescale the historical day to represent the total 

production by type. Instead, we use z-denormalization and obtain accurate historical 

value for the given day. This retains the periods of extreme value demand. However, the 

misrepresentation of the yearly availability factor has a higher impact on the results than 

the increased temporal definition. Therefore, rescaling to an accurate total generation by 

type could be more appropriate method. 

We contributed to the energy modelling in the Czech Republic by improving the 

temporal definition of the TIMES CZ model. This thesis increases the temporal 

resolution from 12 seasonal times slices and 3 daynite time slices to 24 daynite time 

slices and compares 8 scenarios with 1, 4 and 12 seasonal time slices. 

The electricity generation of IRES and the total production in base year (2012) is 

the most accurately approximated by the 12 seasonal time slices selected by the 

hierarchical clustering centroid method. Nonetheless, the external validity indicator 

does not provide evidence for a linear improvement in temporal detail approximation 

with the increased number of the seasonal time slices for the 1 and 12 seasonal time 

slice achieve more accurate approximation than 4 seasonal time slices. 

The low temporal resolution causes a systemic bias in the model’s outputs. The 

model overpredicts the share of the IRES on the total generation due to inaccurate 

approximation of generation volatility and availability factor. This entails an 

underprediction of the total system costs, underprediction of the amount of greenhouse 

gas emissions and a bias in the energy mix. The scenarios with higher temporal detail 

resolution rely more on hard coal and nuclear electricity generation. This could 
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potentially lead to an ill-informed energy policy and eventually cause a failure in the 

decarbonization of the energy sector. Nevertheless, the BC scenarios from Rečka & 

Ščasný, (2016b) (the status quo) represented well the total electricity generation. Most 

of the conventional power plants can be describes sufficiently well on the status quo 

temporal detail resolution (12 seasonal and 3 daynite time slices). 

Although this thesis has improved the state of the art of the energy modelling in 

the Czech Republic, there remain areas that can be further improved in future research. 

The cluster analysis and historical day method could be extended to natural numbers 

between 1 to 12. 12 scenarios with seasonal time slice between 1-12 would be defined 

and we would be able to infer more about the improvement of temporal resolution with 

the increased of number of seasonal time slices.  

Secondly, it would be possible to try different rescaling method with historical 

day closest to centroid. This would better control for the availability factor and the 

historical day method could achieve more accurate results. 

Lastly, application of the used method on different years would provide 

robustness check of the modelling results across the years. Usage of longer time series 

of IRES generation – even simulated – for IRES´s availability and volatility estimation 

allow incorporation of year-on year fluctuations of IRES generation (Pfenninger, 2017) 

into the energy models. 
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8 List of appendices 
Appendix 1: External validity indices values 

Appendix 2: Difference in emissions yearly breakdown by a compound 

Appendix 3: Python code 

9 Appendices 

9.1 Appendix 1: External validity indices values 

Variable & 
Scenario 

RMSE 
LDC 

Covered 
variability 

Correlation 
error 

PV_AVG01 0.000261 0.326026 0.849944 

PV_AVG04 0.001614 12.01928 0.106766 

PV_AVG12 0.000459 1.654898 0.159455 

PV_CLT04 0.001586 11.69865 0.002834 

PV_CLT12 0.000165 0.546526 0.055115 

PV_HIS01 0.000233 0.915118 1.012496 

PV_HIS04 9.77E-05 1.024326 0.077235 

PV_HIS12 0.000127 1.110727 0.162327 

PV_status_quo 0.000752 3.67963 0.203798 

VE_AVG01 0.00016 0.432937 1.074121 

VE_AVG04 0.003083 69.86994 0.220323 

VE_AVG12 0.000976 8.194249 0.144191 

VE_CLT04 0.003121 72.30377 0.219699 

VE_CLT12 6.62E-05 0.72983 0.31238 

VE_HIS01 0.000147 0.528071 1.11863 

VE_HIS04 5.64E-05 0.867958 0.228924 

VE_HIS12 7.20E-05 0.879031 0.311435 

VE_status_quo 0.001001 10.57419 0.323921 

VTE_AVG01 9.70E-05 0.003561 0.159469 

VTE_AVG04 0.000417 18.82659 0.558446 

VTE_AVG12 0.000122 2.462213 0.429383 

VTE_CLT04 0.000414 18.03151 0.006321 

VTE_CLT12 2.62E-05 0.728819 0.204497 

VTE_HIS01 8.85E-05 0.05193 0.705685 

VTE_HIS04 0.00016 2.288004 0.56351 

VTE_HIS12 0.000174 3.408925 0.571334 

VTE_status_quo 0.000167 5.41081 0.219322 

sum_AVG01 0.00402 0.004416 NA 

sum_AVG04 0.163055 1451.072 NA 

sum_AVG12 0.052799 154.804 NA 

sum_CLT04 0.163089 1458.978 NA 

sum_CLT12 0.001366 0.567771 NA 

sum_HIS01 0.004045 0.003859 NA 

sum_HIS04 0.002738 0.181819 NA 

sum_HIS12 0.002195 0.404517 NA 
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sum_status_quo 0.001822 0.660162 NA 

 

9.2 Appendix 2: Difference in emissions yearly breakdown by a 

compound 

 
Figure 19: SO2 emissions difference  

 

 
Figure 20: Nox 
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Figure 21: FIPM 

 
Figure 22: FITOC 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Python code 

1. ###Data transformation of the ČEPS data ###   
2.  
3. import pandas as pd   
4. import numpy as np   
5. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
6. import scipy   
7.    
8. #read downloaded data from Ceps   
9. data = pd.read_excel("data2012avg.xls", skiprows = 2)   
10.    
11. data['sum'] = data.sum(axis = 1) #create a total production    
12.    
13. #process date information   
14. data['time'] = data['Datum'].apply(lambda x: x.split(" ")[1])   
15. data['date'] = data['Datum'].apply(lambda x: x.split(" ")[0])   
16. data['day'] = data['date'].apply(lambda x: x.split(".")[0])   
17. data['month'] = data['date'].apply(lambda x: x.split(".")[1])   
18.    
19. data.columns = data.columns.str.replace(' \[MW\]', '')   
20.    
21. # Data transformation   
22.    
23. #creat a season determination function   
24. def is_season(x_str):   
25.     x =  int(x_str)   
26.     #month of each season   
27.     spring = np.arange(3,6)   
28.     summer = np.arange(6,9)   
29.     fall = np.arange(9,12)   
30.     winter = np.array([12,1,2])   
31.        
32.     if x in spring:   
33.         season = 'spring'   
34.     elif x in summer:   
35.         season = 'summer'   
36.     elif x in fall:   
37.         season = 'fall'   
38.     elif x in winter:   
39.         season = 'winter'   
40.     else:   
41.         raise ValueError('Could not determine season')   
42.        
43.     return season   
44.    
45. data['season'] = data['month'].apply(is_season)   
46.    
47. #str season parameter   
48. def num_season(x):   
49.     if x == 'winter':   
50.         return 1   
51.     elif x == 'spring':   
52.         return 2   
53.     elif x == 'summer':   
54.         return 3   
55.     elif x == 'fall':   
56.         return 4   
57.    
58. data['season_nr'] = data['season'].apply(num_season)   
59.    
60. #weekday parameter created   
61. data['weekday'] = [x for x in range(8784)]   
62. data['weekday'] = (data['weekday'] // 24 + 6)%7   
63.    
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64. dayweek = {0: 'Sunday', 1:'Monday', 2: 'Tuesday', 3:'Wednesday', 4:'Thursday', 
5:'Friday', 6:'Saturday'}   

65. data['dayweek'] = data['weekday'].apply(lambda x: dayweek[x])   
66.    
67. ### Heat   
68.    
69. data_heat = pd.read_excel('Demand for heat.xlsx', skiprows = 1)   
70.    
71. days_per_mon = {f'D0{k}' if len(str(k)) <2 else f'D{k}': data[data.month == k][

'day'].max() for k in data.month.unique()}   
72.    
73. days = pd.DataFrame.from_dict({'TimeSlice':list(days_per_mon.keys()), 'nr_days'

:[int(m) for m in days_per_mon.values()]})   
74.    
75. def day_adjust(x):   
76.     if x['TimeSlice'] == 'D03':   
77.         return(743)   
78.     elif x['TimeSlice'] == 'D10':   
79.         return(745)   
80.     else:   
81.         return(x['nr_days'] * 24)   
82.    
83. days['nr_hours'] = days.apply(day_adjust, axis = 1)   
84.    
85. data_heat = data_heat.merge(days, on = 'TimeSlice')   
86.    
87. data_heat['day_demand'] = data_heat['AllRegions'] / data_heat['nr_hours']   
88.    
89. condizione1 = data_heat.Cset_CN.str.contains('Plzen')   
90. condizione2 = data_heat.Cset_CN.str.contains('Melnik1')   
91.    
92. heatMaj = data_heat[~(np.logical_or(condizione1, condizione2))].groupby(['TimeS

lice', 'day_demand']).size().reset_index()[['TimeSlice', 'day_demand']].rename(
columns = {'day_demand':'HeatMajority'})   

93. heatPlz = data_heat[condizione1][['TimeSlice','day_demand']].rename(columns = {
'day_demand':'HeatPlzen'})   

94. heatMel = data_heat[condizione2][['TimeSlice','day_demand']].rename(columns = {
'day_demand':'HeatMelnik1'})   

95.    
96. heat = heatMaj.merge(heatPlz, on = 'TimeSlice').merge(heatMel, on = 'TimeSlice'

)   
97.    
98. data['TimeSlice']=data['month'].apply(lambda x: f'D0{x}' if len(str(x))<2 else 

f'D{x}')   
99.    
100. data = data.merge(heat, on = 'TimeSlice')   
101.    
102. #saved to csv   
103. data.to_csv('data_processed2012avg.csv', sep  = ';')   
104.    
105. ###create objects for avg and clustering method that will be used for creation

 tables for VEDA FE###   
106. import pandas as pd   
107. import numpy as np   
108.    
109. from scipy.cluster.hierarchy import dendrogram, linkage, fcluster, centroid   
110. from scipy.spatial.distance import pdist, squareform   
111.    
112. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
113.    
114. ###create objects for avg and clustering method that will be used for creation

 tables for VEDA FE###   
115. class Avg1_calculator():   
116.     def __init__(self, year_file = 'data_processed2012avg.csv', nhours = 8784)

:   
117.         self.data = pd.read_csv(year_file, sep = ';', index_col = 0)   
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118.         self.installed_capacity = np.array([1054.6,218.9,1971])   
119.            
120.         self.day1_avg = self.data.groupby('time').mean().iloc[:,0:10]   
121.         self.availability = self.day1_avg[['VE','VTE','PVE']] / self.installed

_capacity   
122.         self.wei = self.data.groupby('time').count().iloc[:,1:11] / nhours   
123.            
124.         dem = self.data[['time','sum']].groupby('time').sum()   
125.         self.demand = dem / dem.sum()   
126.            
127.         self.heat = pd.DataFrame({'HeatMajority':[1], 'HeatPlzen':[1],'HeatMel

nik1':[1]})   
128.    
129. class Avg4_calculator():   
130.     def __init__(self, year_file = 'data_processed2012avg.csv', nhours = 8784)

:   
131.         self.data = pd.read_csv(year_file, sep = ';', index_col = 0)   
132.         self.installed_capacity = np.array([1054.6,218.9,1971])   
133.            
134.         self.day4_avg = self.data.groupby(['season_nr','time']).mean().iloc[:,

0:10]   
135.         self.availability = self.day4_avg[['VE','VTE','PVE']] / self.installed

_capacity   
136.         self.wei = self.data.groupby(['season_nr', 'time']).count().iloc[:,1:1

1] / nhours   
137.            
138.         dem = self.data[['season_nr', 'time', 'sum']].groupby(['season_nr', 't

ime']).sum()   
139.         self.demand = dem / dem.sum()   
140.            
141.         self.heat = self.data.iloc[:,11:].groupby('season_nr').sum().reset_ind

ex()   
142.    
143. class Avg12_calculator():   
144.     def __init__(self, year_file = 'data_processed2012avg.csv', nhours = 8784)

:   
145.         self.data = pd.read_csv(year_file, sep = ';', index_col = 0)   
146.         self.installed_capacity = np.array([1054.6,218.9,1971])   
147.            
148.         self.day12_avg = self.data.groupby(['month','time']).mean().iloc[:,0:1

0]   
149.         self.availability = self.day12_avg[['VE','VTE','PVE']] / self.installe

d_capacity   
150.         self.wei = self.data.groupby(['month','time']).count().iloc[:,1:11] / 

nhours   
151.            
152.         dem = self.data[['month','time', 'sum']].groupby(['month','time']).sum

()   
153.         self.demand = dem / dem.sum()   
154.            
155.         self.heat = self.data.iloc[:,11:].groupby('month').sum().reset_index()

   
156.    
157. class H_cluster():   
158.     def __init__(self, year_file = 'data_processed2012avg.csv', nhours = 8784)

:   
159.         self.data = pd.read_csv(year_file, sep = ';', index_col = 0)   
160.         self.nhours = nhours   
161.         self.installed_capacity = np.array([1054.6,218.9,1971])   
162.            
163.         self.normalized_sum = self.normalize(var = 'sum')   
164.         self.dist_matrix_sum = self.euclidean(self.normalized_sum)   
165.            
166.         self.normalized_ve = self.normalize(var = 'VE')   
167.         self.dist_matrix_ve = self.euclidean(self.normalized_ve)   
168.    
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169.         self.normalized_vte = self.normalize(var = 'VTE')   
170.         self.dist_matrix_vte = self.euclidean(self.normalized_vte)   
171.    
172.         self.normalized_pve = self.normalize(var = 'PVE')   
173.         self.dist_matrix_pve = self.euclidean(self.normalized_pve)   
174.    
175.         self.euclidean_dist_mat = squareform(np.sqrt(self.dist_matrix_sum + se

lf.dist_matrix_ve + self.dist_matrix_vte + self.dist_matrix_pve))   
176.         self.link = linkage(self.euclidean_dist_mat, method = 'ward', metric =

 'euclidean')   
177.                   
178.            
179.     def call_all(self, k):   
180.         self.nr_clt = k   
181.         #this is saved for finding historical days later   
182.         self.df_sum = self.make_cluster(self.link, k, 'sum')   
183.         self.df_ve =self.make_cluster(self.link, k, 'VE')   
184.         self.df_vte =self.make_cluster(self.link, k, 'VTE')   
185.         self.df_pve = self.make_cluster(self.link, k, 'PVE')   
186.            
187.         groupy = f'cluster_{k}'   
188.         #here we divide by total production   
189.         centroid_sum = self.df_sum.groupby(groupy).sum()   
190.         #here we divide by installed capacity   
191.         centroid_ve = self.df_ve.groupby(groupy).mean()     
192.         centroid_vte = self.df_vte.groupby(groupy).mean()   
193.         centroid_pve = self.df_pve.groupby(groupy).mean()   
194.            
195. #         sneak peak 1   
196.         self.centroid_sum = centroid_sum   
197.         self.centroid_ve = centroid_ve   
198.        
199.         sum_col = self.stack_below(centroid_sum)   
200.         ve_col = self.stack_below(centroid_ve)   
201.         vte_col = self.stack_below(centroid_vte)   
202.         pve_col = self.stack_below(centroid_pve)   
203.            
204.         df_fin = pd.DataFrame(np.array(sum_col), columns= ['sum'])   
205.         df_fin['VE'] = np.array(ve_col)   
206.         df_fin['VTE'] = np.array(vte_col)   
207.         df_fin['PVE'] = np.array(pve_col)   
208.            
209.         #calculation wieght not in the most efficient and elegant way, but it 

works   
210.         # all of those caculation should have the same result but we wanted to

 check it   
211.         wei_sum = self.df_sum.groupby(groupy).count()   
212.         wei_ve = self.df_ve.groupby(groupy).count()   
213.         wei_vte = self.df_vte.groupby(groupy).count()   
214.         wei_pve = self.df_pve.groupby(groupy).count()   
215.            
216. #         sneak peak 2   
217.         self.wei_sum = wei_sum   
218.         self.wei_ve = wei_ve   
219.        
220.         wei_sum_col = self.stack_below(wei_sum)   
221.         wei_ve_col = self.stack_below(wei_ve)   
222.         wei_vte_col = self.stack_below(wei_vte)   
223.         wei_pve_col = self.stack_below(wei_pve)   
224.            
225.         df_wei = pd.DataFrame(np.array(wei_sum_col), columns= ['sum'])   
226.         df_wei['VE'] = np.array(wei_ve_col)   
227.         df_wei['VTE'] = np.array(wei_vte_col)   
228.         df_wei['PVE'] = np.array(wei_pve_col)   
229.            
230.                
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231.         self.clt_avg = df_fin   
232.         self.availability = self.clt_avg[['VE','VTE','PVE']] / self.installed_

capacity #this is important for Table_creator class   
233.         #calculation is in GWh but the percentage is the sam in PJ   
234.         self.demand = self.clt_avg['sum'] / self.data['sum'].sum() #   
235.         self.wei = df_wei /self.nhours   
236.            
237.         #heat   
238.         self.heat_demand()   
239.             
240.        
241.     def normalize(self, var):   
242.         df = pd.DataFrame()   
243.         for k in self.data['time'].unique():   
244.             cond = self.data.time == k   
245.             calcul  = self.data[cond][var]   
246.             normal = np.array(calcul - calcul.mean()) / calcul.std() if calcul

.std() != 0 else np.array(calcul - calcul.mean()) / (calcul.std()+ 1e-15)     
247.             df[k] = normal   
248.         return df       
249.    
250.     def euclidean(self,a):   
251.         dist_matrix_draft = []   
252.         for k in range(len(a)):   
253.             row = []   
254.             for l in range(len(a)):   
255.                 single_dist = sum((a.iloc[k] - a.iloc[l])**2)   
256.                 row.append(single_dist)   
257.             dist_matrix_draft.append(row)   
258.         return np.array(dist_matrix_draft)   
259.        
260.     def make_cluster(self,link, k , var, crit = 'maxclust'):   
261.    
262.         self.clt = fcluster(link, k, criterion=crit)   
263.         df_transformed = self.transform(var) #var is only passed to transform(

)   
264.         df_transformed[f'cluster_{k}'] = self.clt   
265.         return df_transformed   
266.            
267.    
268.     def transform(self, var):   
269.         df = pd.DataFrame()   
270.         for k in self.data['time'].unique():   
271.             cond = self.data.time == k   
272.             calcul  = self.data[cond][var]   
273.             orig_val = np.array(calcul)   
274.             df[k] = orig_val   
275.         return df   
276.        
277.     def stack_below(self, dataf):   
278.         tr = dataf.transpose()   
279.         data_box = [tr.iloc[:,k] for k in range(len(tr.columns))]   
280. #         for k in data_box:   
281. #             k.columns = ["sum"]   
282.         return(pd.concat(data_box))   
283.    
284.        
285.     '''''Heat demand'''   
286.     def heat_demand(self):   
287.         maj_transformed = self.transform('HeatMajority')   
288.         plz_transformed = self.transform('HeatPlzen')   
289.         mel_transformed = self.transform('HeatMelnik1')   
290.         #assign cluster number   
291.         maj_transformed['clt'] = self.clt   
292.         plz_transformed['clt'] = self.clt   
293.         mel_transformed['clt'] = self.clt   
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294.    
295.         maj = maj_transformed.groupby('clt').sum().sum(axis = 1)   
296.         plz = plz_transformed.groupby('clt').sum().sum(axis = 1)   
297.         mel = mel_transformed.groupby('clt').sum().sum(axis = 1)   
298.    
299.         self.heat = pd.DataFrame({'HeatMajority':maj, 'HeatPlzen': plz, 'HeatM

elnik1': mel})   
300.         return self.heat   
301.    
302.    
303.     '''''Historical days'''   
304.        
305.     def euclidean_alt(self, var):   
306.         norm = self.normalize(var)   
307.         norm[f'cluster_{self.nr_clt}'] = self.clt   
308.         centroids = norm.groupby(f'cluster_{self.nr_clt}').mean()   
309.         centroids_dict = {k:centroids.iloc[k] for k in range(len(centroids))} 

  
310.         dist_array = []   
311.         for index, row in norm.iterrows():   
312.             dist_array.append( sum((row.iloc[0:24] - centroids_dict[row[f'clus

ter_{self.nr_clt}']-1])**2))   
313.            
314.         orig_df = self.transform(var)   
315.         orig_df[f'cluster_{self.nr_clt}'] = self.clt   
316.         orig_df[f'distance_{var}'] = np.array(dist_array)   
317.         return orig_df   
318.            
319.     def histDay_methodA(self):   
320.         dist_sum = self.euclidean_alt('sum')   
321.         dist_ve = self.euclidean_alt('VE')   
322.         dist_vte = self.euclidean_alt('VTE')   
323.         dist_pve = self.euclidean_alt('PVE')   
324.            
325.         #create a df frame with final euclidean distance   
326.         df_dist_child = pd.merge(dist_sum,dist_ve, left_on = dist_sum.index, r

ight_on = dist_ve.index).merge(dist_vte, left_on = 'key_0' ,right_on = dist_vte
.index)   

327.         df_dist = df_dist_child.merge(dist_pve, left_on = 'key_0', right_on = 
dist_pve.index)   

328.         df_dist['clt'] = cluster_anlz.clt #add cluster number to the df   
329.         #turn the distance into euclidean   
330.         df_dist['final_distance'] = np.sqrt(df_dist['distance_VE'] + df_dist['

distance_VTE'] + df_dist['distance_PVE'] +df_dist['distance_sum'])   
331.            
332.         min_dist = df_dist.groupby('clt')['final_distance'].min()   
333.         condition = df_dist['final_distance'].isin(min_dist)   
334.         index_min = df_dist[condition].index   
335.            
336. #         sneak peak 3   
337.         self.min_dist = min_dist   
338.            
339.         hist_sum = dist_sum.iloc[index_min,0:24]   
340.         hist_ve = dist_ve.iloc[index_min,0:24]   
341.         hist_vte = dist_vte.iloc[index_min,0:24]   
342.         hist_pve = dist_pve.iloc[index_min,0:24]   
343.            
344.         sum_col = self.stack_below(hist_sum)   
345.         ve_col = self.stack_below(hist_ve)   
346.         vte_col = self.stack_below(hist_vte)   
347.         pve_col = self.stack_below(hist_pve)   
348.            
349.         df_fin = pd.DataFrame(np.array(sum_col), columns= ['sum'])   
350.         df_fin['VE'] = np.array(ve_col)   
351.         df_fin['VTE'] = np.array(vte_col)   
352.         df_fin['PVE'] = np.array(pve_col)   
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353.            
354.         self.clt_hist = df_fin   
355.         self.availability = self.clt_hist[['VE','VTE','PVE']] / self.installed

_capacity #this is important for Table_creator class   
356.         #we keep the proportionality of the historical day demand   
357.         self.demand = (self.clt_hist['sum'] * self.wei['sum']) / (self.clt_his

t['sum'] * self.wei['sum']).sum()   
358.            
359. ### Creates tables that are adjusted manually and fed into VEDA FE ###    
360.            
361. class Table_creator():   
362.     def __init__(self, obj, seasonal = 1, diurnal = 1):   
363.         self.seasonal = seasonal   
364.         self.diurnal = diurnal   
365.            
366.         self.sea_box = []    
367.         self.diu_box = []    
368.         self.all_box = []   
369.         self.time_slices_sea()   
370.         self.time_slices_diu()   
371.         self.time_slices_all()   
372.            
373.         '''''Object for availibility'''   
374.         self.cal = obj   
375.            
376.         '''''SysSetting'''   
377.         self.timeSlices = self.time_slices_tbl()   
378.         self.Constants = self.attribute_all(['Attribute','TimeSlice','AllRegio

ns'], ['YRFR', self.all_box, np.array(self.cal.wei['sum'])])   
379.                    
380.         '''''Availability'''   
381.         self.Availability_PV = self.attribute_all(['LimType','Attribute','Pset

_PN','TimeSlice','AllRegions'],['UP','NCAP_AF','PPFTE',self.all_box, np.array(s
elf.cal.availability['PVE'])])   

382.         self.Availability_Wind = self.attribute_all(['LimType','Attribute','Ps
et_PN','TimeSlice','AllRegions'],['UP','NCAP_AF','PPVTE',self.all_box, np.array
(self.cal.availability['VTE'])])   

383.         self.Availability_Water = self.attribute_all(['LimType','Attribute','P
set_PN','TimeSlice','AllRegions'],['UP','NCAP_AF','PPVE',self.all_box, np.array
(self.cal.availability['VE'])])   

384.            
385.         '''''New Con_ELC '''   
386.         self.new_con_sol = self.new_tech(['NPPPVSOL0'+str(k) for k in range(15

,51,5)], tech = 'PVE')   
387.         self.new_con_strange_sol = self.new_tech(['NPPCSPSOL0'+str(k) for k in

 range(15,51,5)], tech = 'PVE')   
388.         self.new_con_wind = self.new_tech(['NPPWIN0'+str(k) for k in range(15,

51,5)], tech = 'VTE')   
389.         self.new_con_water = self.new_tech(['NPPHYDRR0'+str(k) for k in range(

15,16,5)], tech = 'VE')   
390.            
391.         '''''Demand'''   
392.         self.Demand = self.attribute_all(['Attribute','Cset_CN','TimeSlice','A

llRegions'],['COM_FR','ELC',self.all_box, np.array(self.cal.demand)])   
393.            
394.         '''''Activity FX'''   
395.         ve = sum(self.Availability_Water['AllRegions'] * self.Constants['AllRe

gions']) * 1.0546 * 31.536   
396.         vte = sum(self.Availability_Wind['AllRegions'] * self.Constants['AllRe

gions']) * 0.2189 * 31.536   
397.         pv = sum(self.Availability_PV['AllRegions'] * self.Constants['AllRegio

ns']) * 1.97 * 31.536   
398.            
399.         remaining_act = 303.89640372  - (ve + vte + pv) - 270.4343292   
400.            
401.         self.Activity = pd.DataFrame({'TimeSlice':'ANNUAL',   
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402.                                        'LimType':['FX']*4 + ['UP'] *4,   
403.                                       'Attribute':'ACT_BND',    
404.                                       'Year':[2011,2011,2011,2011,2012,2012,20

12,2012],    
405.                                       'Pset_PN':['ELEVE','ELEVTE','ELEFTE','EL

Erest']*2,   
406.                                         'AllRegions':[ve,vte,pv, remaining_act

]*2 })   
407.            
408.         """Heat"""   
409.         self.Heat = self.attribute_heat()   
410.            
411.            
412.     def time_slices_sea(self):   
413.         for k in range(self.seasonal):   
414.             if len(str(k+1)) < 2:   
415.                 self.sea_box.append('D0'+str(k+1))   
416.             else:   
417.                 self.sea_box.append('D'+str(k+1))   
418.         return self.sea_box   
419.                    
420.     def time_slices_diu(self):   
421.         for k in range(self.diurnal):   
422.             if len(str(k)) < 2:   
423.                 self.diu_box.append('H0'+str(k))   
424.             else:   
425.                 self.diu_box.append('H'+str(k))   
426.         return self.diu_box   
427.     def time_slices_all(self):   
428.         for k in self.sea_box:   
429.             for l in self.diu_box:   
430.                 self.all_box.append(k+l)   
431.                    
432.     def time_slices_tbl(self):   
433.         return({'Season':self.sea_box, 'DayNite':self.diu_box})   
434.            
435.            
436.     def attribute_all(self, listo = [], val = []):   
437.         df1 = pd.DataFrame({'TimeSlice':self.all_box})   
438.         for ind, q in enumerate(listo):   
439.             df1[q] = val[ind]   
440.         return(df1)   
441.        
442.     def new_tech(self, inp, tech):   
443.         box_df = [pd.DataFrame({ 'TimeSlice':self.all_box,'LimType':'UP','Attr

ibute':'NCAP_AF','Pset_PN' : k, 'AllRegions':self.cal.availability[tech]}) for 
k in inp]   

444.         fin_df = pd.concat(box_df)   
445.         return fin_df   
446.        
447.     def attribute_heat(self):   
448.         '''''Method for heat'''   
449.         all_heat = ['Q-K', 'QOpatovice', 'QHodonin', 'Q-E', 'Q-P', 'Q-Z',   
450.                     'Q-H', 'QKladno1', 'QPrun', 'QPocerady', 'QTisovaCHP', 'Q-

J',   
451.                     'Q-T', 'QMelnik2',  'Q-B', 'Q-S', 'Q-

L', 'QDetmarovice', 'QSteti',   
452.                     'QTusimice', 'QPoriciCHP', 'QKomoranyCHP', 'QMalesiceCHP',

 'QVresova',   
453.                      'Q-U', 'QChvaletice', 'Q-M', 'Q-A', 'Q-C']   
454.         
455.         df_box = [pd.DataFrame({'TimeSlice':self.sea_box, 'Attribute':'COM_FR'

, 'Cset_CN':k, 'AllRegions': self.cal.heat['HeatMajority']}) for k in all_heat]
   

456.         df1 = pd.concat(df_box)   
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457.         df_plzen =pd.DataFrame({'TimeSlice':self.sea_box, 'Attribute':'COM_FR'
, 'Cset_CN':'QPlzenCHP', 'AllRegions': self.cal.heat['HeatPlzen']})   

458.         df_melnik = pd.DataFrame({'TimeSlice':self.sea_box, 'Attribute':'COM_F
R', 'Cset_CN':'QMelnik1', 'AllRegions': self.cal.heat['HeatMelnik1']})   

459.         df = pd.concat([df1, df_plzen, df_melnik])   
460.         return(df.sort_values(['Cset_CN','TimeSlice']))   
461.        
462.     def write_csvs(self, diff = 'test'):   
463.         '''''Writes the values into csv'''   
464. #         self.Demand.to_csv(f'demand_{diff}.csv', sep = ';')   
465.         text = '~TFM_INS'   
466.        
467.         self.diff = diff   
468.    
469.         f = pd.ExcelWriter(f'Scen_{diff}.xlsx', engine='xlsxwriter')   
470.         self.Constants.to_excel(f, sheet_name='YRFR', index = False, startcol 

= 1, startrow=1)   
471.         f.sheets['YRFR'].write(0, 1, text)   
472.        
473.         self.Availability_PV.to_excel(f,  index = False, sheet_name='ires_ncap

', startcol = 1, startrow=1)   
474.         self.Availability_Wind.to_excel(f, index = False, sheet_name='ires_nca

p', startcol = 8, startrow=1)   
475.         self.Availability_Water.to_excel(f, index = False, sheet_name='ires_nc

ap', startcol = 15, startrow=1)   
476.         f.sheets['ires_ncap'].write(0, 1, text)   
477.         f.sheets['ires_ncap'].write(0, 8, text)   
478.         f.sheets['ires_ncap'].write(0, 15, text)   
479.    
480.         self.new_con_sol.to_excel(f, index = False, sheet_name='new_ncap', sta

rtcol = 1, startrow=1)   
481.    
482.         self.new_con_strange_sol.to_excel(f, index = False, sheet_name='new_nc

ap', startcol = 8, startrow=1)   
483.    
484.         self.new_con_wind.to_excel(f, index = False, sheet_name='new_ncap', st

artcol = 15, startrow=1)   
485.    
486.         self.new_con_water.to_excel(f, index = False, sheet_name='new_ncap', s

tartcol = 22, startrow=1)   
487.    
488.         f.sheets['new_ncap'].write(0, 1, text)   
489.         f.sheets['new_ncap'].write(0, 8, text)   
490.         f.sheets['new_ncap'].write(0, 15, text)   
491.         f.sheets['new_ncap'].write(0, 22, text)   
492.            
493.         self.Demand.to_excel(f, index = False, sheet_name='Demand', startcol =

 1, startrow=1)   
494.         self.Activity.to_excel(f, index = False, sheet_name='Demand', startcol

 = 8, startrow=1)   
495.         f.sheets['Demand'].write(0, 1, text)   
496.         f.sheets['Demand'].write(0, 8, text)   
497.            
498.         self.Heat.to_excel(f, index = False, sheet_name ='HeatDemand', startco

l = 1, startrow = 1)   
499.         f.sheets['HeatDemand'].write(0, 1, text)   
500.            
501.         f.save()   
502.            
503.     def write_wei(self):   
504.         w = pd.ExcelWriter(f'wei_{self.diff}.xlsx', engine='xlsxwriter')   
505.         self.Constants.to_excel(w, sheet_name='Sheet1', index = False, startco

l = 0, startrow=0)   
506.         w.save()   
507.            
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508. ### Object from from a classes Tabel_creator and H_cluster are created in a fo
llowing manner ###   

509.    
510. ## 1 historical day   
511. x = 1   
512. cluster_anlz.call_all(k = x)   
513. cluster_anlz.histDay_methodA()   
514. obj_his = Table_creator(seasonal = x, diurnal = 24, obj = cluster_anlz)   
515. obj_his.write_csvs(diff=f'his{x}')   
516. obj_his.write_wei()   
517. ## 4 historical days   
518.    
519. x = 4   
520. cluster_anlz.call_all(k = x)   
521. cluster_anlz.histDay_methodA()   
522. obj_his = Table_creator(seasonal = x, diurnal = 24, obj = cluster_anlz)   
523. obj_his.write_csvs(diff=f'his{x}')   
524. obj_his.write_wei()   
525.    
526. ## 12 historical days   
527. x = 12   
528. cluster_anlz.call_all(k = x)   
529. cluster_anlz.histDay_methodA()   
530. obj_his = Table_creator(seasonal = x, diurnal = 24, obj = cluster_anlz)   
531. obj_his.write_csvs(diff=f'his{x}')   
532. obj_his.write_wei()   
533.    
534. ## 1 cluster day   
535. clt = 1   
536. cluster_anlz.call_all(k = clt)   
537. obj_clt = Table_creator(seasonal = clt, diurnal = 24, obj = cluster_anlz)   
538. obj_clt.write_csvs(diff=f'clt0{clt}')   
539. obj_clt.write_wei()   
540.    
541. ## 4 cluster days   
542. clt = 4   
543. cluster_anlz.call_all(k = clt)   
544. obj_clt = Table_creator(seasonal = clt, diurnal = 24, obj = cluster_anlz)   
545. obj_clt.write_csvs(diff=f'clt0{clt}')   
546. obj_clt.write_wei()   
547.    
548. ## 12 cluster days   
549. clt = 12   
550. cluster_anlz.call_all(k = clt)   
551. obj_clt = Table_creator(seasonal = clt, diurnal = 24, obj = cluster_anlz)   
552. obj_clt.write_csvs(diff=f'clt0{clt}')   
553. obj_clt.write_wei()   
554.    
555. ## Obj3   
556.    
557. obj3 = Table_creator(seasonal = 12, diurnal = 24, obj = Avg12_calculator())   
558. obj3.write_csvs(diff='avg12')   
559.    
560. ## Obj2   
561.    
562. obj2 = Table_creator(seasonal = 4, diurnal = 24, obj = Avg4_calculator())   
563. obj2.write_csvs(diff='avg04')   
564.    
565. ## Obj1   
566.    
567. obj1 = Table_creator(seasonal = 1, diurnal = 24, obj = Avg1_calculator())   
568. obj1.write_csvs(diff='avg01')   
569.    
570. ### External cal is used for calculating external validity indexes and for gat

her the results from VEDA FE output###   
571. import pandas as pd   
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572. import numpy as np   
573. import scipy.stats   
574. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
575.    
576. class External_cal():    
577.     """Calculates from results"""   
578.     def __init__(self, results, weights, nhours = 8784):   
579.         '''''Loads necesarry data'''   
580.         self.data_og = pd.read_csv('data_processed2012avg.csv', sep = ';', ind

ex_col = 0)   
581.         self.data = pd.read_csv(f'C:/VEDA/VEDA_FE/GAMS_WrkTIMES/{results}' , s

ep = ',', skiprows = 12, header = None, names = ['Attribute','Commodity','Proce
ss','Period','Region','Vintage','TimeSlice','UserConstraint','PV'])        

582.         self.wei = pd.read_excel(weights)   
583.         self.nhours = nhours   
584.         self.results = results[:-8].upper()   
585.            
586.         #period into string   
587.         self.data = self.data.astype({'Period': str, 'Vintage':str})   
588.         #installed capacity   
589.         #self.installed_capacity = np.array([1054.6,218.9,1971]) #'VE','VTE','

PVE'    
590.            
591.         '''''Table for IRES'''   
592.         self.ve_df = self.IRES_table('VE')   
593.         self.vte_df = self.IRES_table('VTE')   
594.         self.pve_df = self.IRES_table('PVE')   
595.            
596.         '''''Variance'''   
597.         self.ve_var = (self.year_array(self.ve_df)).var()   
598.         self.vte_var = (self.year_array(self.vte_df)).var()   
599.         self.pve_var = (self.year_array(self.pve_df)).var()   
600.            
601.         '''''Covered variance'''   
602.         self.cv_ve = self.ve_var / ((self.data_og['VE'] *36) / 10**7).var()   
603.         self.cv_vte = self.vte_var / ((self.data_og['VTE']*36) / 10**7).var() 

  
604.         self.cv_pve = self.pve_var / ((self.data_og['PVE']*36) / 10**7).var() 

  
605.            
606.         '''''LDC for model'''   
607.         self.rmse_ve = self.RMSE_cal('VE', self.ve_df)   
608.         self.rmse_vte = self.RMSE_cal('VTE', self.vte_df)   
609.         self.rmse_pve = self.RMSE_cal('PVE', self.pve_df)   
610.            
611.         '''''Generation by each timeslice'''   
612.         #and calculate correlation error   
613.         self.total_supply() #df_supply   
614.            
615.         #maybe time for sum indicator creation   
616.         self.sum_var = self.year_array(self.df_supply[['sum','Wei']].rename(co

lumns = {'sum':'PV'})).var()   
617.         self.cv_sum =  self.sum_var /  ((self.data_og['sum']*36) / 10**7).var(

)   
618.         self.rmse_sum = self.RMSE_cal('sum', self.df_supply[['sum','Wei']].ren

ame(columns = {'sum':'PV'}) )   
619.            
620.            
621.         self.ce_ve = self.corr_err('sum', 'VE')   
622.         self.ce_vte = self.corr_err('sum', 'VTE')   
623.         self.ce_pve = self.corr_err('sum', 'PVE')   
624.         self.ce_ires = self.corr_err('sum', 'IRES') # this not printed anywher

e   
625.            
626.         '''''New indicator - Total production error'''   
627.         #self.year_array / sum((self.data_og['VE']  *36) / 10**7)   
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628.         self.tpe_ve = self.df_supply['VE'].sum() / (((self.data_og['VE'].sum()
) *36) / 10**7)   

629.         self.tpe_vte = self.df_supply['VTE'].sum() / (((self.data_og['VTE'].su
m()) *36) / 10**7)   

630.         self.tpe_pve = self.df_supply['PVE'].sum() / (((self.data_og['PVE'].su
m()) *36) / 10**7)   

631.         self.tpe_sum = self.df_supply['sum'].sum() / (((self.data_og['sum'].su
m()) *36) / 10**7)   

632.            
633.            
634.         output_dict = {'variable':[f'VE_{results[:-3]}',f'VTE_{results[:-

3]}',f'PV_{results[:-3]}', f'sum_{results[:-3]}'],   
635.                        'covered_variability':[self.cv_ve, self.cv_vte, self.cv

_pve, self.cv_sum],    
636.                        'RMSE LDC':[self.rmse_ve,self.rmse_vte, self.rmse_pve, 

self.rmse_sum],   
637.                        'Correlation error':[self.ce_ve, self.ce_vte, self.ce_p

ve, 0],   
638.                        'Total production error':[self.tpe_ve, self.tpe_vte, se

lf.tpe_pve, self.tpe_sum],   
639.                        'Total production (PJ)':[self.df_supply['VE'].sum(), se

lf.df_supply['VTE'].sum(), self.df_supply['PVE'].sum(), self.df_supply['sum'].s
um()]}   

640.         self.output_df = pd.DataFrame(output_dict)   
641.            
642.         #calculate the energy_mix df & generation that has both by type and mi

x   
643.         self.energy_mix_cal()   
644.            
645.         #results   
646.         self.results_cal()   
647.            
648.         #LDC   
649.         self.PV_LDC = self.LDC(self.pve_df)   
650.         self.VE_LDC = self.LDC(self.ve_df)   
651.         self.VTE_LDC = self.LDC(self.vte_df)   
652.         self.total_LDC = self.LDC(self.df_supply[['sum','Wei']].rename(columns

 = {'sum':'PV'}))   
653.            
654.         self.PV_LDCog = self.LDC_act('PVE')   
655.         self.VE_LDCog = self.LDC_act('VE')   
656.         self.VTE_LDCog = self.LDC_act('VTE')   
657.         self.total_LDCog = self.LDC_act('sum')   
658.     def IRES_table(self, tech):   
659. #         self.data = self.data.astype({'Period': str})   
660.         '''''connect with weights'''   
661. #         self.data = self.data.astype({'Period': str})   
662.         con1 = self.data.Period == '2012'   
663.         con2 = self.data.Attribute == 'VAR_Act'   
664.            
665.         if tech == 'PVE':   
666.             con3 = self.data.Process == f'PPFTE'   
667.         else:   
668.             con3 = self.data.Process == f'PP{tech}'   
669.                
670.         left = self.data[np.logical_and.reduce((con1,con2,con3))]   
671.            
672.         fin_tabl = left.merge(self.wei, on = 'TimeSlice', how = 'outer')   
673.         fin_tabl = fin_tabl.fillna({'PV':0})   
674.         return fin_tabl   
675.       
676.     @staticmethod   
677.     def weighted_variance(df):   
678.      
679.         vals = np.append(df['PV'], np.array([0]))   
680.         weis = np.append(df['Wei'],[1 - df['Wei'].sum()])   
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681.         mu = sum(vals*weis)   
682.         var = sum(((vals - mu)**2) * weis)   
683.         return var   
684.        
685.        
686.     def year_array(self, df):   
687.         year_arr = []   
688.         for k in range(len(df['PV'])):   
689.             wei =  int(round(df['Wei'][k] * self.nhours))    
690.             values = [df['PV'][k] / wei]    
691.             if wei != 0:   
692.                 val_arr = values * wei # this add the value the wei times   
693.                 year_arr += val_arr   
694.                 #year_arr.append(val_arr)   
695.         year_arr += [0] * int(round((1 - df['Wei'].sum()) * self.nhours ))   
696.    
697.         if len(year_arr) != self.nhours:   
698.             remain_val = []   
699.             for k in range(len(df['PV'])):   
700.                 wei =  (df['Wei'][k] * self.nhours) % 1   
701.                 values = df['PV'][k] * wei   
702.                 remain_val.append(values)   
703.                
704.             splt = int(len(df['PV']) /24)   
705.             remain = np.split(np.array(remain_val),splt)   
706.             year_arr += list(sum(remain))   
707.    
708.         return np.array(year_arr)   
709.       
710.     @staticmethod   
711.     def RMSE(actual, predicted):   
712.         actual_arr = np.array(actual)   
713.         predicted_arr = np.array(predicted)   
714.         rmse = np.sqrt(((predicted_arr - actual_arr) ** 2).mean())   
715.         return rmse   
716.        
717.     def RMSE_cal(self, tech, tech_df):   
718.            
719.         #index = {'VE':0,'VTE':1, 'PVE':2}   
720.         pred = self.year_array(tech_df)    
721.         pred_ord = np.sort(pred)[::-1]    
722.         act = (self.data_og[tech].sort_values(ascending = False)  *36) / 10**7

 #this is put into PJ    
723.         result = self.RMSE(act,pred_ord)   
724.         return(result)   
725.        
726.     def LDC(self, tech_df):   
727.         pred = self.year_array(tech_df)    
728.         pred_ord = np.sort(pred)[::-1]   
729.         return(pred_ord)   
730.        
731.     def LDC_act(self, tech):   
732.         act = (self.data_og[tech].sort_values(ascending = False)  *36) / 10**7

 #this is put into PJ    
733.         return(act)   
734.                 
735.                
736.     def total_supply(self):   
737.         con1 = self.data.Period == '2012'   
738.         con2 = self.data.Attribute == 'VAR_Act'   
739.         con3 = self.data.Process.str.contains('PP')   
740.            
741.         activity = self.data[np.logical_and.reduce((con1, con2, con3))]   
742.         sumo = activity.groupby('Process').sum() #total sum of activity   
743.            
744.         var_out = self.data[np.logical_and(con1, con3)]   
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745.            
746.         elc_set = [f'ELC{k[2:]}' for k in activity.Process.unique()]   
747.         elc = var_out[var_out.Commodity.isin(elc_set)][['Process','PV']]   
748.         sum_and_elc = sumo.merge(elc, on = 'Process', suffixes = ('_act_sum','

_elc_output'))   
749.         sum_and_elc['Same'] = round(sum_and_elc['PV_act_sum'],7) == round(sum_

and_elc['PV_elc_output'],7)   
750.            
751.         act_and_const = activity.merge(sum_and_elc, on = 'Process')   
752.            
753.         '''''We recaculate the activity to corespond to elc'''   
754.         box = []   
755.            
756.         for index, row in act_and_const.iterrows():   
757.             if row['Same'] == True:   
758.                 box.append(row['PV'])   
759.             else:   
760.                 box.append(row['PV'] / row['PV_act_sum'] * row['PV_elc_output'

])   
761.                    
762.         act_and_const['supply'] = box   
763.                             
764.         '''''We calculate total suply for each time slice'''   
765.         suppl = act_and_const.groupby('TimeSlice').sum()   
766.         suppl['TimeSlice'] = suppl.index #create timeslice as column instead o

f an index   
767.         suppl.index.name = None   
768.                               
769.         '''''We calculate the weights for each season'''                      
770.         self.wei['Seasonal'] = self.wei['TimeSlice'].apply(lambda x: x[:-

3])    
771.         seaso = self.wei.groupby('Seasonal').sum() #we group by the previously

 created variable   
772.            
773.         # we merge back to assign each time slice its seasonal weight         

        
774.         monthly_wei = self.wei.merge(seaso, on = 'Seasonal', suffixes = ('','_

monthly'))   
775.         monthly_wei['portion'] = monthly_wei['Wei']/ monthly_wei['Wei_monthly'

] #portion of each timeslice in the seasonal ts   
776.         #this merge assigns it to the total table in each ts because we need t

o recaulculate it for daynite level   
777.         sup_ts = suppl.merge(monthly_wei[['Seasonal','TimeSlice','portion',]],

 left_on = 'TimeSlice', right_on = 'Seasonal', suffixes = ('','_y'),how = 'oute
r')   

778.         sup_ts['total_suppl'] = sup_ts['supply'] * sup_ts['portion']   
779.            
780.         '''''Solve Nan TS and Nan values'''   
781.         holder = []   
782.         holder_val = []   
783.         for index, row in sup_ts.iterrows():   
784.             if pd.isnull(row['TimeSlice_y']):   
785.                 holder.append(row['TimeSlice'])   
786.             else:   
787.                 holder.append(row['TimeSlice_y'])   
788.            
789.             if pd.isnull(row['total_suppl']):   
790.                 holder_val.append(row['supply'])   
791.             else:   
792.                 holder_val.append(row['total_suppl'])   
793.            
794.         sup_ts['TimeSlice_y'] = holder   
795.         sup_ts['total_suppl'] = holder_val   
796.            
797.         self.sup_ts = sup_ts   
798.            
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799.         #we got final demand per each TS   
800.         self.fin_sup = sup_ts.groupby('TimeSlice_y').sum()[['total_suppl']]   
801.            
802.         #we will now append supplied of ires to calculate the corr. error   
803.         self.fin_sup['TimeSlice'] = self.fin_sup.index   
804.            
805.         step1 = self.fin_sup.merge(self.ve_df[['TimeSlice','PV']], on = 'TimeS

lice', how = 'outer', suffixes = ('','_VE'))   
806.         step2 = step1.merge(self.vte_df[['TimeSlice','PV']],on = 'TimeSlice', 

how = 'outer', suffixes = ('','_VTE'))   
807.         self.df_supply = step2.merge(self.pve_df[['TimeSlice','PV']],on = 'Tim

eSlice', how = 'outer', suffixes = ('','_PVE'))   
808.            
809.         self.df_supply.columns = ['sum', 'TimeSlice', 'VE', 'VTE', 'PVE']   
810.                
811.         self.df_supply['VE']= self.df_supply['VE'].fillna(0)   
812.         self.df_supply['VTE']= self.df_supply['VTE'].fillna(0)   
813.         self.df_supply['PVE']= self.df_supply['PVE'].fillna(0)   
814.            
815.         #creat IRES columns   
816.         self.data_og['IRES'] = self.data_og['VE'] + self.data_og['VTE'] + self

.data_og['PVE']   
817.         self.df_supply['IRES'] = self.df_supply['VE'] + self.df_supply['VTE'] 

+ self.df_supply['PVE']   
818.            
819.         #assign weights   
820.         self.df_supply = self.df_supply.merge(self.wei[['Wei','TimeSlice']], o

n = 'TimeSlice')   
821.    
822.            
823.     def corr_err(self, tech1, tech2):   
824.         corr_og, p = scipy.stats.pearsonr(self.data_og[tech1], self.data_og[te

ch2])   
825.         corr_model, p_model = scipy.stats.pearsonr(self.df_supply[tech1], self

.df_supply[tech2])   
826.         corr_err = abs(corr_og - corr_model)   
827.         return(corr_err)   
828.        
829.        
830.     def energy_mix_cal(self):   
831.         con1 = self.data.Process.str.contains('PP')   
832.         con2 = self.data.Attribute == 'VAR_FOut'   
833.         con21 = self.data.Attribute == 'VAR_FIn'   
834.         con3 = self.data.Commodity.str.contains('HEAT')   
835.         con4 = self.data.Commodity.str.contains('ELC')   
836.    
837.         elc = self.data[np.logical_and.reduce((con1,con2,con4))]   
838.    
839.         elc.rename(columns={'PV':'Elc'}, inplace=True)   
840.    
841.         elc = elc.drop(['Vintage','UserConstraint'], axis = 1)   
842.    
843.         heat = self.data[np.logical_and.reduce((con1,con2,con3))]   
844.    
845.         heat.rename(columns={'PV':'Heat'}, inplace=True)   
846.    
847.         heat = heat.drop(['Attribute','Vintage','UserConstraint','Region'], ax

is = 1)   
848.    
849.         elc_heat = elc.merge(heat, on = ['Process','Period','TimeSlice'], how 

= 'outer', suffixes = ('_elc','_heat'))   
850.    
851.         elc_heat['portion_elc'] = elc_heat['Elc'] /(elc_heat['Elc'] +  elc_hea

t['Heat'])   
852.    
853.         elc_in = self.data[np.logical_and(con1, con21)]   
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854.    
855.         elc_in.rename(columns={'PV':'Fuel_in'}, inplace=True)   
856.    
857.         elc_in = elc_in.drop(['Vintage','UserConstraint','Region'], axis = 1) 

  
858.    
859.         elc_heat_in = elc_heat.merge(elc_in, on = ['Process','Period','TimeSli

ce'], how = 'outer', suffixes =('','_Elc_in'))   
860.    
861.         #total in   
862.         fuel_total = elc_heat_in.groupby(['Period','Process']).sum()[['Fuel_in

']]   
863.         fuel_total.rename(columns={'Fuel_in':'Fuel_Total'}, inplace=True)   
864.    
865.         elc_heat_in_total = elc_heat_in.merge(fuel_total, on = ['Period','Proc

ess'], how = 'outer')   
866.    
867.         con6 = self.data.Process.str.contains('FM')   
868.         fm_out = self.data[np.logical_and(con6,con2)]   
869.         fm_in = self.data[np.logical_and(con6,con21)]   
870.    
871.         fm = fm_out.merge(fm_in, on = ['Process','Period','Region','TimeSlice'

,'UserConstraint','Vintage'], suffixes = ('','_in') , how = 'outer')   
872.    
873.         fm = fm.drop(['Attribute','Attribute_in','Vintage','UserConstraint','R

egion'], axis = 1)   
874.    
875.         fm.rename(columns={'PV':'FM_Commodity_out','PV_in':'FM_Commodity_in'},

 inplace=True)   
876.    
877.         generation = elc_heat_in_total.merge(fm, on = ['Commodity','Period','T

imeSlice'], suffixes =('','_fm'), how ='outer')   
878.    
879.         generation['portion_FM'] = generation['FM_Commodity_in'] / generation[

'FM_Commodity_out']   
880.    
881.         #fix1 portion_elc - when the PP does not produce Heat   
882.         boxik_portion_elc = []   
883.         #fix2 commodity in - when no iput or not in fm   
884.         boxik_Commodity_in = []   
885.         #fix3 portion fuel   
886.         boxik_fuel_in = []   
887.         #fix4 fuel total   
888.         boxik_fuel_total = []   
889.         #fix5   
890.         boxik_portion_fm = []   
891.    
892.         for index, row in generation.iterrows():   
893.             #fix1   
894.             if pd.isnull(row['portion_elc']):   
895.                 if ~pd.isnull(row['Elc']):   
896.                     boxik_portion_elc.append(1)   
897.                 else:   
898.                     boxik_portion_elc.append(0)   
899.             else:   
900.                 boxik_portion_elc.append(row['portion_elc'])   
901.    
902.             #fix2       
903.             if pd.isnull(row['Commodity_in']):   
904.                 if pd.isnull(row['Commodity']):   
905.                     if ~pd.isnull(row['Commodity_elc']):   
906.                         boxik_Commodity_in.append(row['Commodity_elc'])   
907.                     else:   
908.                         boxik_Commodity_in.append('Nan')   
909.                 else:   
910.                     boxik_Commodity_in.append(row['Commodity'])   
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911.    
912.             else:   
913.                 boxik_Commodity_in.append(row['Commodity_in'])   
914.    
915.             #fix3   
916.             if ~pd.isnull(row['Elc']):   
917.                 if pd.isnull(row['Fuel_in']):   
918.                     boxik_fuel_in.append(row['Elc'])   
919.                 else:   
920.                     boxik_fuel_in.append(row['Fuel_in'])   
921.    
922.             #fix4   
923.             if  ~pd.isnull(row['Elc']) and pd.isnull(row['Fuel_in']):   
924.                 boxik_fuel_total.append(row['Elc'])   
925.             else:   
926.                 boxik_fuel_total.append(row['Fuel_Total'])   
927.    
928.             #fix5       
929.             if pd.isnull(row['FM_Commodity_in']) and pd.isnull(row['FM_Commodi

ty_out']) and ~pd.isnull(row['Elc']):   
930.                 boxik_portion_fm.append(1)   
931.             elif row['Commodity_in'] == 'FInChvaletice':   
932.                 boxik_portion_fm.append(1)   
933.             else:   
934.                 boxik_portion_fm.append(row['portion_FM'])   
935.    
936.    
937.         generation['portion_elc'] = boxik_portion_elc   
938.         generation['Commodity_in'] = boxik_Commodity_in   
939.         generation['Fuel_Total'] = boxik_fuel_total   
940.         generation['Fuel_in'] = boxik_fuel_in   
941.         generation['portion_FM'] = boxik_portion_fm   
942.    
943.         generation['portion_fuel'] = generation['Fuel_in'] / generation['Fuel_

Total']   
944.    
945.         generation['generation_mix'] = generation['Fuel_Total'] * generation['

portion_elc'] * generation['portion_fuel'] * generation['portion_FM']   
946.    
947.         generation['generation_prim'] = generation['Elc'] * generation['portio

n_fuel'] * generation['portion_FM']   
948.    
949.         self.generation = generation   
950.            
951.         #We create a dictionary to assign names   
952.         a = '''''BC  
953. Brown coal  
954. BCmost  
955. Brown coal  
956. BCsok  
957. Brown coal  
958. HC  
959. Hard coal  
960. PROP  
961. Brown coal  
962. LIG  
963. Brown coal  
964. BMW  
965. Biomass  
966. BMO  
967. Biomass  
968. BLF  
969. Biomass  
970. OLF  
971. Other  
972. GWG  
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973. Gas  
974. BFG  
975. Gas  
976. GCK  
977. Gas  
978. OG  
979. Gas  
980. BG  
981. Gas  
982. W  
983. Other  
984. GAS  
985. Gas  
986. HHO  
987. Other  
988. MHO  
989. Other  
990. LHO  
991. Other  
992. BC4  
993. BC  from mine ČSA  
994. BC3  
995. BC  from mine Centrum  
996. BC2  
997. BC  from mine VUAS  
998. BC5  
999. Brown coal  
1000. BC6  
1001. Brown coal  
1002. BC7  
1003. Brown coal  
1004. FInChvaletice  
1005. Brown coal  
1006. ELCVTE  
1007. Wind energy  
1008. ELCVE  
1009. Hydro energy  
1010. ELCFTE  
1011. Solar energy  
1012. ELCGEO  
1013. Geo thermal energy  
1014. NUC  
1015. Nuclear Fuel  
1016. '''             
1017.    
1018.         listo = a.split('\n')   
1019.         transfer = {listo[i]: listo[i+1] for i in range(0,len(listo)-

1,2)}   
1020.            
1021.         # we sum it up to plot energy mix   
1022.         mix_groupy = generation.groupby(['Commodity_in','Period']).sum(

)[['generation_mix','generation_prim']]   
1023.         mix_groupy = mix_groupy.reset_index(level = [1])   
1024.            
1025.         self.mix_groupy = mix_groupy   
1026.            
1027.         energy_mix = mix_groupy.groupby([transfer,'Period']).sum()   
1028.         energy_mix = energy_mix.reset_index(level = [0])   
1029.            
1030.         #make generation mix available   
1031.         self.energy_mix = energy_mix   
1032.            
1033.         #check if we don't lose anything   
1034.         check_a = self.mix_groupy.groupby('Period').sum()   
1035.         check_b = self.energy_mix.groupby('Period').sum()   
1036.            
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1037.         check = check_a.merge(check_b, on='Period')   
1038.         fail_mix = sum(round(check['generation_mix_x'],5) != round(chec

k['generation_mix_y'],5))   
1039.         fail_prim = sum(round(check['generation_prim_x'],5) != round(ch

eck['generation_prim_y'],5))   
1040.            
1041.         if fail_mix > 1 and fail_prim > 1:   
1042.             self.check = 'Big trouble'   
1043.            
1044.         elif fail_mix > 1:    
1045.             self.check = 'Mix trouble'   
1046.         elif fail_prim > 1:   
1047.             self.check = 'Prim trouble'   
1048.         elif fail_mix + fail_prim == 0:   
1049.             self.check = 'All ok!'   
1050.                
1051.            
1052.         '''''IRES share'''   
1053.         tot = self.mix_groupy.groupby('Period').sum()   
1054.         ires = self.mix_groupy.groupby(['Period',{'ELCVTE':'IRES', 'ELC

VE':'IRES','ELCFTE':'IRES'}]).sum()   
1055.         ires_share = tot.merge(ires, on = 'Period')   
1056.            
1057.         #create two columns percentage share   
1058.         ires_share['gener_share(%)'] = ires_share['generation_mix_y'] /

 ires_share['generation_mix_x'] *100   
1059.         ires_share['prim_share(%)'] = ires_share['generation_prim_y'] /

 ires_share['generation_prim_x']*100   
1060.         ### IRES share ###   
1061.         self.ires_share = ires_share   
1062.            
1063.            
1064.     def prepare_to_plot(self, var = 'generation_mix'):   
1065.         '''''This plots the results'''   
1066.         #options for var - generation_mix, generation_prim   
1067.            
1068.         label = np.array(['2011','2012','2013','2014','2015','2018','20

23','2028','2033','2038','2043','2048'])   
1069.         stacked_results = []   
1070.         series_names = []   
1071.            
1072.         for k in self.energy_mix['level_0'].unique():   
1073.             if len(label) == len(self.energy_mix[self.energy_mix['level

_0'] == k][var]):   
1074.                 stacked_results.append(self.energy_mix[self.energy_mix[

'level_0'] == k][var])   
1075.                 series_names.append(k)   
1076.                    
1077.             else:   
1078.                 data_series = self.energy_mix[self.energy_mix['level_0'

] == k][var]   
1079.                 set_year = set(self.energy_mix[self.energy_mix['level_0

'] == k].index)   
1080.                 set_label =set(label)   
1081.                 miss_year = set_label - set_year   
1082.                 ser = pd.Series([0]*len(miss_year))   
1083.                 ser.index = miss_year   
1084.                 dat =  data_series.append(ser).sort_index()   
1085.                 stacked_results.append(dat)   
1086.                 series_names.append(k)   
1087.            
1088.         label1 = np.array(['2011','2012','2013','2014','2015','2020','2

025','2030','2035','2040','2045','2050'])   
1089.            
1090.         self.plot_mix(np.array(stacked_results),series_names, True, cat

egory_labels = label1, grid = False)   
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1091.            
1092.    
1093.     def plot_mix(self, data, series_labels,category_label ,category_lab

els=None,    
1094.                      show_values=False, value_format="{}", y_label=None

,    
1095.                      colors=None, grid=True, reverse=False):   
1096.    
1097.         ny = len(data[0])   
1098.         ind = list(range(ny))   
1099.    
1100.         axes = []   
1101.         cum_size = np.zeros(ny)   
1102.    
1103.         data = np.array(data)   
1104.    
1105.         if reverse:   
1106.             data = np.flip(data, axis=1)   
1107.             category_labels = reversed(category_labels)   
1108.    
1109.         for i, row_data in enumerate(data):   
1110.             color = colors[i] if colors is not None else None   
1111.             axes.append(plt.bar(ind, row_data, bottom=cum_size,    
1112.                                 label=series_labels[i], color=color))   
1113.             cum_size += row_data   
1114.    
1115.         if category_label:   
1116.             plt.xticks(ind, category_labels, rotation = 90)   
1117.        
1118.         if y_label:   
1119.             plt.ylabel(y_label)   
1120.         else:   
1121.             plt.ylabel('petajoule')   
1122.    
1123.         #plt.legend()   
1124.         plt.title(self.results[:-3])   
1125.         plt.grid(axis = 'y')   
1126.    
1127.         if grid:   
1128.             plt.grid()   
1129.    
1130.         if show_values:   
1131.             for axis in axes:   
1132.                 for bar in axis:   
1133.                     w, h = bar.get_width(), bar.get_height()   
1134.                     plt.text(bar.get_x() + w/2, bar.get_y() + h/2,    
1135.                              value_format.format(h), ha="center",    
1136.                              va="center")   
1137.    
1138.        
1139.     def results_cal(self):   
1140.         #total cost   
1141.         cost = self.data[self.data.Attribute == 'ObjZ']['PV']   
1142.         var = self.data[np.logical_and(self.data.UserConstraint == 'VAR

', self.data.Attribute =='Reg_wobj')]['PV']   
1143.         fix = self.data[np.logical_and(self.data.UserConstraint == 'FIX

', self.data.Attribute =='Reg_wobj')]['PV']   
1144.         inv = self.data[np.logical_and(self.data.UserConstraint == 'INV

', self.data.Attribute =='Reg_wobj')]['PV']   
1145.            
1146.         self.total_costs_df = pd.DataFrame({f'Total discounted system c

ost_{self.results[:-3]}': cost.reset_index(drop = True),   
1147.                                            f'Total expected discounted 

variable cost_{self.results[:-3]}': var.reset_index(drop = True),   
1148.                                            f'Total expected discounted 

fixed cost_{self.results[:-3]}': fix.reset_index(drop = True),   
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1149.                                            f'Total expected discounted 
investment cost_{self.results[:-3]}': inv.reset_index(drop = True),   

1150.                                            })   
1151.         #annual cost    
1152.         var_cost = self.data[np.logical_and(self.data.UserConstraint ==

 'VAR', self.data.Attribute =='Reg_ACost')][['Period','PV']]   
1153.         fix_cost = self.data[np.logical_and(self.data.UserConstraint ==

 'FIX', self.data.Attribute =='Reg_ACost')][['Period','PV']]   
1154.         inv_cost = self.data[np.logical_and(self.data.UserConstraint ==

 'INV', self.data.Attribute =='Reg_ACost')][['Period','PV']]   
1155.            
1156.         var_cost.columns = ['Period',f'var_cost_{self.results[:-3]}']   
1157.         fix_cost.columns = ['Period',f'fix_cost_{self.results[:-3]}']   
1158.         inv_cost.columns = ['Period',f'inv_cost_{self.results[:-3]}']   
1159.            
1160.         self.costs_df = var_cost.merge(fix_cost, on = 'Period', how = '

outer').merge(inv_cost, on= 'Period', how = 'outer')   
1161.         self.costs_df = self.costs_df.fillna(0)    
1162.            
1163.         #Emissions   
1164.         condition1 = self.data.Attribute == 'VAR_FOut'   
1165.         em1 = self.data[np.logical_and(self.data.Attribute == 'VAR_FOut

', self.data.Commodity.str.contains('FIPM'))].groupby('Period').sum()   
1166.         em2 = self.data[np.logical_and(self.data.Attribute == 'VAR_FOut

', self.data.Commodity.str.contains('SO2'))].groupby('Period').sum()   
1167.         em3 = self.data[np.logical_and(self.data.Attribute == 'VAR_FOut

', self.data.Commodity.str.contains('Nox'))].groupby('Period').sum()   
1168.         em4 = self.data[np.logical_and(self.data.Attribute == 'VAR_FOut

', self.data.Commodity.str.contains('FITOC'))].groupby('Period').sum()   
1169.         em5 = self.data[np.logical_and(self.data.Attribute == 'VAR_FOut

', self.data.Commodity.str.contains('CO2'))].groupby('Period').sum()   
1170.            
1171.         em1.columns = [f'FIPM_{self.results[:-3]}']   
1172.         em2.columns = [f'SO2_{self.results[:-3]}']   
1173.         em3.columns = [f'Nox_{self.results[:-3]}']   
1174.         em4.columns = [f'FITOC_{self.results[:-3]}']   
1175.         em5.columns = [f'CO2{self.results[:-3]}']   
1176.            
1177.         self.emissions_df = pd.concat([em1, em4, em2, em3, em5], axis =

 1)   
1178.         self.emissions_df['Total emissions'] =  self.emissions_df[f'FIP

M_{self.results[:-3]}']+ self.emissions_df[f'SO2_{self.results[:-
3]}']+ self.emissions_df[f'Nox_{self.results[:-
3]}'] + self.emissions_df[f'FITOC_{self.results[:-
3]}'] +self.emissions_df[f'CO2{self.results[:-3]}']   

1179.            
1180.         #return(self.emissions_df, self.costs_df, self.total_costs_df )

   
1181.        
1182. ## Objects   
1183.    
1184. avg1 = External_cal(results = 'avg01_hopeful.VD', weights = 'wei_1avg.x

lsx', nhours = 8784)   
1185.    
1186. avg4 = External_cal('avg04_hopeful.VD','wei_4avg.xlsx', 8784)   
1187.    
1188. avg12 = External_cal(results = 'avg12_hopeful.VD', weights = 'wei_12avg

.xlsx', nhours = 8784)   
1189.    
1190. #clt1 =External_cal(results = '1clt_day.VD', weights = 'wei_1clt.xlsx',

 nhours = 8784)   
1191.    
1192. clt4 =External_cal(results = 'clt04_hopeful.VD', weights = 'wei_4clt.xl

sx', nhours = 8784)   
1193.    
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1194. clt12 =External_cal(results = 'clt12_hopeful.VD', weights = 'wei_12clt.
xlsx', nhours = 8784)   

1195.    
1196. his1 =External_cal(results = 'his01_hopeful.VD', weights = 'wei_1his.xl

sx', nhours = 8784)   
1197.    
1198. his4 =External_cal(results = 'his04_hopeful.VD', weights = 'wei_4his.xl

sx', nhours = 8784)   
1199.    
1200. his12 =External_cal(results = 'his12_hopeful.VD', weights = 'wei_12his.

xlsx', nhours = 8784)   
1201.    
1202. sq = External_cal(results = 'status_quo_hopeful.VD', weights = 'wei_sta

tus_quo_hopeful.xlsx', nhours = 8784)   
1203.    
1204. ### Code for the creation of graphs is not provided here   


